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SYMBOLS

a rate of speed change

amin  minimum admissible rate of speed change (maximum
deceleration)

amax maximum admissible rate of speed change (maximum

acceleration)

ak rate of speed change during kth guidance interval

Ci  distance between points Pi(Qi) and WPi where WPi is an

ordinary waypoint and Pi(Qi) is the beginning (end) of
the turn associated with WPi

c fraction of zero-flap stall speed indicating minimum admis-

sible cruising airspeed in terminal area

c fraction of zero-flap stall speed indicating maximum admis-

sible cruising airspeed in terminal area

cI  ground speed for any given airspeed when aircraft heading is

parallel to wind heading

c ground speed for any given airspeed when aircraft heading is

perpendicular to wind heading

CWP index of capture waypoint (1 5 CWP s NWP)

DB length of straight-line segment in capture ground track

Di  length of straight-line segment from point Qi-1 to
point Pi

ENRTIM i  flight time from point Qi to point QNWP along 4-D
flight path

fk kth guidance vector

g acceleration due to gravity

GAMB constant flight-path angle of capture flight path

GAMi  constant flight-path angle from point Qi-i to point Qi
along ground track

INDEXi  waypoint type indicator, INDEXi = 0 =~WPi is ordinary way-

point; INDEX i = 1 =WP i  is final heading waypoint

iv



MAXSEG maximum number of nondegenerate guidance vectors needed to

generate the 4-D flight path from first to last waypoint

NCI number of nondegenerate guidance vectors needed to generate

the 4-D capture flight path

NCIi 1 + number of nondegenerate guidance vectors needed to

generate the 4-D flight path from WP = Q to Qi

0 center of circular turn

PA(PB) beginning of first (second) turn of capture flight; (PA is

initial aircraft position)

Pi beginning of turn associated with WPi

QA(QB) end of first (second) turn of capture flight path

Qi end of turn associated with WPi

r generic term for turning radius

RA(RB) turning radius of first (second) turn of capture flight path

Ri  turning radius of turn associated with WPi

RMIN i  minimum turning radius of turn associated with WPi

SAB distance required to change ground speed from VQA to VPB

at maximum (or minimum) rate

Slli(p),Sl2i(P), straight-line distances flown during the three subsegments

S22i(P) of the speed profile from point Qi- 1 to point Pi

corresponding to a speed level p

t generic term for time

TABS current value of absolute time

TCAP flight time along 4-D capture flight path

TMINi(TMAXi) minimum (maximum) attainable flight time from point Qi to

point QNWP along 3-D flight path

T1,T2,T3,T4 time duration of the four guidance intervals for the 4-D

capture flight path

Tlli(p),Tl2i(p), time duration of the four guidance intervals from point Qi-1
-T22i(p),T23i(p) to point Qi along the 4-D flight path corresponding

to a speed level p

V



Ti(p) flight time from point Qi- 1 to point Qi along the 4-D
flight path corresponding to a speed.level p

T(p) total flight time from point QCWP to point QNWP along
the 4-D flight path corresponding to a speed level p

u inverse of turning radius, (= l/r)

uk inverse of turning radius during kth guidance interval

v generic term for speed

Stime derivative of speed

v minimum admissible cruising airspeed in terminal area

v maximum admissible cruising airspeed in terminal area

VA(VB) constant airspeed during first (second) turn of capture
flight path

VAi,VAi(p) constant airspeed during turn associated with WPi

Vfinal desired airspeed at last waypoint

VAC initial airspeed of aircraft

VGi  ground speed at WPi from which a ground speed VGMAXi+1at point Pi+l can be achieved by flying from WPi
directly to Pi+l and using a deceleration amin

VGMAXi  maximum possible ground speed of aircraft at WPi

vmini(vmaxi) airspeed at Qi from which an airspeed VMINi+ 1 (VMAXi+I)
at point Pi+ can be achieved by flying from Qi
directly to i+1 and using a deceleration amin

vmin(Vmax) generic term for minimum (maximum) admissible speed

VMINi(VMAXi) minimum (maximum) admissible airspeed at WPi

VPB(VQA) ground speed at beginning (end) of second (first) turn of
capture flight path

VPi(p),(VQi(p)) ground speed at beginning (end) of turn associated with WPi
corresponding to a speed level p

Vp(6) flap placard speed with flaps set at 60

-Vs(6) stall speed with flaps set at 60

vi



vw  magnitude of wind

WPi  waypoint i

x,y,z generic terms for Cartesian coordinates of aircraft

x,y,z time derivatives of x,y,z

XAC,YAC,ZAC Cartesian coordinates of initial position of aircraft

XO,YO Cartesian coordinates of center of turn

XPi,YPi,ZPi  Cartesian coordinates of beginning of turn associated with
WPi

XQi,YQi,ZQi Cartesian coordinates of end of turn associated with WPi

XPA,YPA,ZPA Cartesian coordinates of beginning of first turn in capture

flight path (same as XAC,YAC,ZAC)

XQA,YQA,ZQA Cartesian coordinates of end of first turn in capture flight

path

XPB,YPB,ZPB Cartesian coordinates of beginning of second turn in capture

flight path

XQB,YQB,ZQB Cartesian coordinates of end of second turn in capture

flight path (same as XQCWP,YQCWP,ZQCWP)

XWPi,YWPi,ZWP i  Cartesian coordinates of WPi

Zr reference altitude used to compute lead time for finite

pitch-rate compensation

Zmax maximum admissible vertical acceleration

al'2 a 3 angles used to compute a turn by subroutine NEWPSI

y generic term for flight-path angle

imax maximum admissible pitch rate

ymin(Ymax) minimum (maximum) admissible flight-path angle

Yk flight-path angle during kth guidance interval

6 flap setting

ADA(ADB) arclength of first (second) turn in capture flight path

ADi arclength of turn associated with WPi

vii



Atk time duration of kth guidance interval

ATOA desired change in time of arrival

ATA(AYB) angular extent of first (second) turn in capture flight path

Ali angular extent of turn associated with WPi

e arbitrarily small positive number used to stop an iterative
procedure or to determine the nondegenerate guidance
vectors

generic term for bank angle

max maximum admissible bank angle

time derivative of 4

max maximum admissible roll rate

generic term for heading

time derivative of 4

i heading of straight line from point Qi-1 to point Pi

'final desired heading at final waypoint

w wind direction

tAC initial heading of aircraft

VA(TB) heading at beginning of first (second) turn of capture
flight path

TC heading at end of second turn of capture flight path

reference heading used to compute lead time for finite
roll-rate compensation

p fraction indicating speed profile deviation from maximum
admissible speed profile

7T lead time for finite roll-rate compensation

TY lead time for finite pitch-rate compensation

viii



FOUR-DIMENSIONAL GUIDANCE ALGORITHMS FOR AIRCRAFT IN AN

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL ENVIRONMENT

Thomas Pecsvaradi

Ames Research Center

SUMMARY

This report describes the detailed theoretical development of three

guidance algorithms that form a part of an experimental 4-D guidance system.

The algorithms generate the ground track, altitude profile, and speed profile

required to implement the 4-D guidance concept.

The ground track algorithm computes a realistic, flyable ground track

consisting of a sequence of straight line segments and circular arcs. Each

circular turn is constrained to have a radius at least as large as the minimum

turning radius of the aircraft. The altitude profile algorithm generates an

altitude profile along the previously computed ground track. The altitude

profile consists of a sequence of piecewise constant flight-path angle seg-

ments, each segment lying within specified upper and lower bounds. Finally,
to determine the motion of the aircraft as a function of time along the 3-D

flight path, the speed profile algorithm generates a feasible speed profile

subject to constraints on the rate of speed change, permissible speed ranges,

and the effects of wind. The various flight path parameters are then combined

into a chronological sequence to form the 4-D guidance vectors. These vectors

can be used to drive the autopilot/autothrottle of the aircraft, so that a

4-D flight-path can be tracked completely automatically; or these vectors may

be used to drive the flight director and other cockpit displays, thereby

enabling the pilot to track a 4-D flight path manually. The system has a

number of unique features that aid in achieving precise arrival times: the

ability to capture any one of the waypoints along the flight path, the ease

with which the tracking mode (both automatic and manual) can be engaged and

disengaged, and the provision for manual path stretching as part of the overall

4-D guidance scheme.

The three guidance algorithms have been implemented in the form of a set

of computer programs and these programs have been tested extensively in a

static environment on the IBM 360/70 computer at Ames Research Center.

INTRODUCTION

Accurate terminal area guidance and control can be achieved with a system

concept referred to as 4-D guidance. During the last several years at Ames

Research Center, effort has been devoted to the design, development, and

implementation of an experimental 4-D guidance system. The system uses a



technique to guide and control an aircraft not only in the three spatial

dimensions, but in time as well. The aim of the technique is to provide a

flexible guidance scheme that can be used to predict and control accurately
the motion of an aircraft as a function of time. It must be emphasized that

the technique by itself is not sufficient to solve the complete multi-aircraft
terminal area guidance problem, for which many aircraft must be scheduled and
sequenced into common paths while minimum separation standards are assured.
The problem of aircraft scheduling has been discussed by McLean and Tobias
(ref. 1), who developed an interactive real time system for scheduling and
monitoring many aircraft in the terminal area. An overall terminal area
guidance system that uses both the 4-D algorithms presented here and the
scheduling algorithms described in reference 1 appears to have a great poten-
tial for increasing terminal area effectiveness.

Research in 4-D guidance is currently under way by the Department of
Transportation, universities, and NASA. However, publications on alternate
approaches are not generally available. One possible alternate approach that
has been published is path stretching in a defined terminal area corridor
(ref. 2).

This report describes the detailed theoretical development and computer
implementation of those algorithms that generate the 4-D reference flight
path. Specifically, three main guidance algorithms are developed: the first
generates the ground track of the reference flight path, the second calculates
the altitude profile, and the third computes the desired speed profile. A
feasible method of combining the three algorithms into an on-line 4-D guidance
system is also described. Certain general aspects of some of these algorithms
are extensions of earlier work done at Ames; the particular techniques used to
generate the ground track and speed profile, however, represent new contribu-
tions. The design of the algorithms is modular so that many of the sub-
algorithms can be used independently or can be replaced with a minimum effect
on the overall system.

The algorithms are implemented in the form of a set of computer programs.
These programs were written in FORTRAN IV and were tested on the IBM 360/70
at Ames. Detailed programming descriptions of all subroutines, including flow
charts and source listings, are given in the appendix.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND BASIC APPROACH

The fundamental problem facing controllers and pilots in the terminal
area is the safe and efficient guidance and control of aircraft from various
points in the terminal area to the runway. (The problem of safe and efficient
guidance of departing aircraft is just as important; however, since the basic
guidance tasks in the two cases are quite similar, it is sufficient to consider
the guidance tasks associated with approaching aircraft in developing a theo-
retical framework.) This task consists of two separate subtasks:
(i) selecting a 3-D flight path the aircraft is to follow and a time schedule
to be maintained along the flight path, and (ii) controlling the aircraft along

2



the 4-D flight profile determined in (i). In the current air traffic control
(ATC) system, subtask (i) is generally considered to be the responsibility of
the controllers. Selecting terminal area flight paths is made considerably
simpler by the existence of Standard Terminal Arrival Routes (STARS) and
Standard Instrument Departure (SID) routes. Portions of these routes, com-
bined with certain less well-defined paths determined at the time of flight
and transmitted to the pilot in the form of a series of verbal instructions
(vectoring), comprise the majority'of terminal area flight paths. Thus,
selecting three-dimensional terminal area flight paths is reasonably straight-
forward. The determination, in advance, of a desired time schedule along such
paths, on the other hand, is much more difficult since it requires knowledge
of the ground speed of the aircraft as a function of time, which, in turn,
must be integrated to give position information. Clearly, accomplishing such
a task manually is very difficult, especially in a multi-aircraft environment.

Tracking a predetermined four-dimensional flight profile is, of course,
the responsibility of the pilot. This task can be carried out either manually
or automatically, using theautopilot/autothrottle of the aircraft. One of
the major shortcomings of current autopilots is, however, their limited capa-
bility of tracking complex, four-dimensional flight profiles. Although most
autopilots can perform such single functions as altitude hold, heading hold,
flight-path-angle hold, etc., they are not designed to perform a sequence of
such operations automatically. Similar comments apply to the autothrottle.
This report describes the development of a guidance technique that is suffi-
ciently flexible to permit manual or automatic tracking of complex four-
dimensional flight paths.

Most flight paths of aircraft can be modeled as sequences of straight-
line flights and coordinated turns, executed while flying at piecewise con-
stant flight-path angles. Speed changes occur at relatively few points along
the flight path and are usually accomplished at a nearly linear rate. The
principal control signals used to maneuver aircraft along such typical flight
paths are bank angle, flight-path angle, and acceleration of the aircraft. It
is assumed throughout the report that the flight-path angle is small, the
centrifugal force due to the turn is balanced by the horizontal component of
the lift, and the weight of the aircraft is balanced by the vertical component
of the lift. It is further assumed that the speed of the aircraft is directly
controllable by an acceleration input. Under these assumptions, no sideslip
occurs and the point-mass equations of motion of an aircraft can be written as

= v cos i (1)

= v sin i (2)

= vy (3)

= - tan P (4)v

v= a (5)

3



where x, y, and z are the Cartesian coordinates of the aircraft position in

the usual z-downward-positive coordinate system, * is the heading angle
measured clockwise from the positive x-axis, v is the speed, 4 is the bank

angle, y is the flight-path angle, a is the acceleration of the aircraft,

and g is the acceleration due to gravity. Positive 4, by convention, means

right wing down, which corresponds to a right turn; similarly, positive y

means ascending flight. The quantities x, y, z, i, v are considered to be

the state of the aircraft, while 4, y, and a are the controls.

In order to assure passenger comfort and to remain within the safe

operational characteristics of the aircraft, it is necessary to impose con-

straints on the control variables. Accordingly, 4, y, and a are assumed to

satisfy the following constraints:

I4(t)I 4 max (6)

_min 5 y (t) :5 ymax (7)

amin s a(t) amax (8)

These bounds, of course, depend a great deal on the type of aircraft con-

sidered. For a typical jet transport aircraft, extreme values of these bounds

may be €max = 300, Ymin = -30, Ymax 80, amin = -0.6 m/sec 2,

amax = 0.6 m/sec 2 ; for STOL aircraft, Ymin may be as low as -80

In addition, bounds must be placed on the admissible speeds of the air-

craft. The upper bound is generally dictated by either Federal Aviation
Regulations or by structural considerations, while the lower bound depends

basically on the stall characteristics of the airplane. A more detailed

discussion of the speed constraints is given under Speed Profile. For the

present general discussion, it is simply assumed that the speed of the air-
craft satisfies constraints of the form

Vmin v(t) 5 vmax (9)

It is convenient at this point to introduce a change of variables in

equation (4). When the ground track of an aircraft is considered, the
instantaneous radius of curvature, r, of the flight path is defined by (see
ref. 3)

r = = (10)
g tan $

Thus, the radius of curvature is closely related to the bank angle. For pur-
poses of analysis, it is convenient to consider r, rather than 4, as the
principal control variable used for horizontal maneuvers. Actually, to avoid
infinite values during the control process, a more appropriate control
variable, u, is defined as follows

4



11 g tan 4 (11)
r v2

In terms of the control variable u, equation (4) can be rewritten as

= vu (4')

Since 4 and v are constrained by inequalities (6) and (9), respectively,
the admissible values of u are bounded from above and below. Thus, given any
instantaneous speed, say v(t), along the flight path, the instantaneous value

of u(t) must satisfy the inequality

g tan 4max
Ju(t) 5 v2 (t (12)

v2(t)

It can now be seen why u is a particularly convenient control variable

for accurate aircraft guidance: a constant nonzero u yields a ground track

with constant radius of turn, that is, a circular flight segment. Furthermore,
if u E 0, then the ground track of the resulting flight is a straight line.
Hence, if piecewise constant values are used for u, simple yet realistic

ground tracks can be generated. Piecewise constant values of u can be

obtained by appropriately varying 4(t) according to equation (11).

While inequalities (6) through (8) constrain the admissible magnitudes

of the control variables 4, y, and a, the rates at which these variables are

allowed to change are not limited. It is recognized that, in reality, these
controls can change only at finite rates. It is felt, however, that the

assumption of infinite control rates is not at all unreasonable for a guidance

technique whose purpose is to generate four-dimensional terminal-area flight
paths for periods of time that can be several orders of magnitude greater than

the time constants of the controls. Furthermore, the inclusion of rate con-

straints on the controls would result in a much more complicated problem and

would make the implementation of the results much more difficult. In view of

these remarks, the control rates are assumed to be unlimited. Under Four-

Dimensional Guidance Commands, a simple but effective way of accounting for
finite roll and pitch rates is described.

Before stating the precise problem to which this report is addressed, it
is instructive to look at the states and controls that corresppnd to:a typftal
terminal area flight path. Figure 1 shows the ground track of anvaircraft 

'

from an arbitrary point A to the touchdown point K. The ground track consists

of a series of connected straight lines and circular arcs. The altitude,
speed, and heading profiles corresponding to this ground track are shown in

figure 2; figure 3 illustrates the controls required for the flight path

depicted in figures 1 and 2. At point A, the aircraft is flying straight and

level but begins to decelerate to a lower speed. This lower speed is achieved

at point B, so that the flight from B to C is straight and level at constant

speed. At point C, the ,aircraft begins to descend to a lower altitude at

some constant, negative flight-path angle. While continuing the descent, at
D it begins a left turn, capturing the new required heading at point E. From

E to F, the flight is straight at constant speed but is still descending. At

5
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F, the required altitude is achieved, so the aircraft levels off, maintaining
a straight and level flight at constant speed between F and G. At point G,
the aircraft begins to decelerate to the final approach speed, while at
point H it begins a right turn, all at level flight. At point I, the runway
centerline is intercepted and the final approach speed is achieved simultan-
eously. At this point, the aircraft begins its straight-in approach. At
point J, transitioning occurs from level flight to capture the glide slope,
and the approach is continued until touchdown at point K.

In the current ATC system, the above guidance process is basically a
manual one: the controller transmits the commands to the pilot via radio-
telephone, and the pilot then executes these commands by appropriately
maneuvering the aircraft. Two major limiting factors in such a manual
guidance-control loop are the great deal of communications required and the
lack of accuracy with which arrival times to the runway can be predicted.
However, both limitations can be reduced substantially by use of airborne
digital computers, sophisticated cockpit displays, and a digital data-link
between ground and aircraft. These considerations are incorporated in the
development of the guidance scheme presented here.

The point of view adopted in this research was that the fundamental
problem of aircraft guidance is to generate a time sequence of guidance com-
mands corresponding to a desired four-dimensional flight path. That is, if a
set of realistic guidance commands could be identified for any terminal area
flight path, then the commands could be either coupled to the autopilot/
autothrottle of the aircraft for automatic tracking, or they could be pre-
sented on appropriate displays to the pilot for manual tracking. Since the
problems associated with tracking a sequence of guidance commands have been
treated elsewhere (see, e.g., refs. 4 and 5), they are not discussed here.

The first question to be resolved is: what is a minimum set of simple
inputs from which realistic guidance commands could be synthesized by an effi-
cient algorithm? To answer this question it is necessary to determine those
attributes of a 4-D flight path which are essential to describe it uniquely.
Consider the three spatial dimensions, that is, the 3-D path. As far as the
horizontal projection of typical flight paths is concerned, aircraft generally
navigate from point to point (referred to as waypoints) in straight-line seg-
ments (fig. 1). At or near these waypoints, coordinated turns are executed to
capture the new heading of the next straight flight segment. Thus, the ground
track of an arbitrary flight path could be simply characterized by the
x,y coordinates of these waypoints in some coordinate system. Since aircraft
cannot change heading instantaneously, feasible turning radii should be
specified for the turns at the waypoints. A sequence of x,y coordinates and
turning radii alone, however, does not yield a unique ground track and there-
fore additional logic is required. As shown in the next section, two simple
classes of waypoints can be defined so that a unique ground track is obtained
by specifying the following four input quantities for each waypoint: x,y
coordinates, turning radius, and a binary variable that denotes the class to
which the waypoint belongs.

9



As discussed previously, the motion of aircraft in the vertical dimension

can be considered a sequence of constant altitude and constant flight-path-

angle segments (fig. 2). Therefore, arbitrary altitude profiles can be

uniquely determined by specifying the altitudes of those points along the

flight path at which the flight-path angle changes from one constant 
value to

another. To synthesize altitude profiles, it is assumed that the flight-path

angle can change from one constant value to another instantaneously. A

simple method of accounting for finite pitch rates is discussed 
under Four-

Dimensional Guidance Commands.

Having specified a complete 3-D flight path in the manner described

above, it now remains to characterize the motion of an aircraft as a function

of time along the prespecified 3-D path. This is equivalent to characterizing
the velocity profile along the flight path. Due to operational constraints,

aircraft performance limitations, and the desire to control accurately the

arrival times of aircraft, the problem of specifying feasible velocity pro-

files is difficult. It is further complicated when velocity profiles are to be

specified in the presence of wind. It is shown, however, under Speed Profile,

that judicious approximations can be made and realistic speed profiles can be

synthesized from a small number of input parameters.

The flow of computation in the 4-D flight-path synthesis is sequential

and is illustrated by the block diagram in fig. 4. The first step is to

generate the ground track from the given inputs. The ground track is then used

together with additional input parameters to compute a feasible altitude pro-

file. At this point, a 3-D path and the corresponding 3-D guidance commands

are determined. The last step is to generate a feasible speed profile that

satisfies the arrival time requirements. A detailed description of the

ground track synthesis is given in the following section, the altitude 
profile

generation is described under Altitude Profile, and the speed profile generat-

ing algorithm is discussed under Speed Profile.

GROUND TRACK SYNTHESIS

The ground track of a typical terminal area flight path consists of an

alternating sequence of straight lines and circular arcs. The transitions from

one straight-line flight to another with different heading occur at or near

points called waypoints. For example, a typical flight segment might be a

straight flight toward a VOR station along an inbound VOR radial, followed by

a straight flight on a different outbound radial. The transition from one

heading and the capture of the new heading occurs near the VOR station. In

this example, the VOR station can be considered a waypoint. Note, in this

case (as in many situations), there is no compelling reason for the aircraft

to fly directly over the waypoint. Since area navigation procedures make it

possible to offset VOR stations in a nearly arbitrary fashion, this type of

waypoint could be defined abundantly in the terminal area.

A different situation exists when an aircraft, after a period of straight

flight, is required to fly over a waypoint and capture a new heading

10
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simultaneously. Such a waypoint might be the outer marker or the approach

gate. It may also be any waypoint at which two or more flight paths 
merge and

continue along a common path.

It is observed that the ground tracks corresponding to many terminal area

flight paths, and indeed most of the enroute flight paths 
as well, can be

characterized by these two types of waypoints. Consequently, the following

waypoint definitions are made.

Ordinary Waypoint

Figure 5(a) is a graphical illustration of an ordinary waypoint where 
the

ground track of a flight-path segment corresponds to a straight-turn-straight

sequence from point WP1, via point WP2 to point WP3. The aircraft at

point WP1 is flying at a heading 2 directly toward point WP2' Prior to

reaching WP2 , at point P2 . a circular turn of radius R2 is begun and is

continued until, at point Q2, the new desired heading, p, is achieved. If

such a ground track between points WP1 and WP3 is to be obtained by specify-

ing the x,y coordinates of WP2 and the desired turning radius, then WP2
is defined as an ordinary waypoint. (This definition does not imply that

points WP1 and/or WP3 are ordinary waypoints.) Clearly, any straight-turn-

straight sequence can be specified by an ordinary waypoint as long as the

angular extent of the turn is less than 1800. Stated in a different form, if

the intersection of two straight directed line segments is considered to be an

ordinary waypoint, then the ground track of the resulting straight-turn-

straight sequence is uniquely determined (assuming, of course, that the

desired turn radius, R2, is also specified).

Final Heading Waypoint

A final heading waypoint is one over which the aircraft just completes a

turn and captures the desired heading of the next straight-line segment. This

situation is illustrated in figure 5(b), which shows an aircraft at point WP1

flying toward point P2 at a heading 2" At P , the appropriate turn of

radius R2 is begun and is continued until, precisely at point WP2 , the new

desired heading P3 is achieved. If the ground track between points WP1
and WP2 is generated in this manner, then WP2 is defined as a final heading

waypoint. (This does not imply that point WP1 is a final heading waypoint.)

The essential quantities to be specified for a final heading waypoint are the

x,y coordinates of WP2 , the heading 13 from WP2 to the next point, say

WP3, and the radius of turn, R2, at WP2. It follows from the above definition

that, if the ground track of a straight-turn-straight sequence is specified by

a final heading waypoint, then the initial heading, * , and the point P2
where the aircraft initiates the turn must be computed from geometric con-

siderations. Note that it is possible to generate a turn greater than 1800

by using a final heading waypoint.

It is clear from the above definitions that any ground track consisting

of a sequence of straingt-line segments and circular arcs can be uniquely

12
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generated by merely specifying the appropriate sequence of waypoint parameters.
What is required is an algorithm to calculate those parameters of the ground

track that are not specified explicitly. Thus, for an ordinary waypoint, such
as WP2 in figure 5(a), only the x,y coordinates of the points WPI, WP2,
and WP3, along with the turn radius R2, would be specified explicitly; all
other parameters shown in figure 5(a) need to be computed. For a final head-

ing waypoint, such as WP2 in figure 5(b), only the x,y coordinates of
points WP1 and WP2, along with the turn radius R2 and the desired waypoint
heading i3, would be specified explicitly; the other parameters shown in

figure 5(b) must be computed.

It is convenient to partition the algorithm into two parts, one for each
of the two types of waypoints. Before the overall algorithm is presented, the
two separate subalgorithms are described in detail.

First, consider an ordinary waypoint. Referring to figure 5(a), assume

that the x,y coordinates of the points WP1 , WP2, WP3 are given by
(XWPj,YWP), (XWP2,YWP2), and (XWP3,YWP3), respectively. Then the headings

*2 and 3 are given by

(YWP 2 - YWP
2 = tan-I1  - X -r < 2 iT (13)

(YWP2 - YWPT

*3 = tan- 1 XW3-XWP 2  - < 3 T (14)

If 2 and *3 are known, the direction and angular extent of the turn a 2
can be expressed as

(3 - 2 + 2n , if SIGN > 0 and 3 <  2

A2 = 93 - *2 - 27 , if SIGN < 0 and *3 
> 2j (15)

13 - 2 , otherwise

where SIGN is given by

SIGN = SGN[(YWP3 - YWP2) cos P2 - (XWP3 - XWP2) sin *2] (16)

and the function SGN(.) is defined as

1, if (*) > 0

SGN(*) = 0, if (.) = 0 (17)

1, if () < 0

14



By convention, the direction of the turn is to the right if A 2 is positive
and to the left if negative. Since -i < 2,' 3 5 f, A 2 as given by equa-
tion (15) lies within the range -f < A 2 < T.

Once A 2 is calculated, the expression for C2 (see fig. 5(a)) is
obtained in terms of AN2 and the radius R2:

C2 = R2  tan A 2 1) (18)

The lengths of the two straight segments, D2 and D3, are then given by

D2 = [(XWP 2 - XWP1 )
2 + (YWP2 - YWP1)2]1/2 - C2  (19)

D3 = [(XWP 3 - XWP 2)
2 + (YWP3 - YWP2)2]1/2 - C2  (20)

It is now a simple matter to determine (XP2,YP2) and (XQ2,YQ ), the x,y
coordinates of the beginning and end of the turn, respectively:

XP2 = XWP2 - C2  Cos 2

(21)
YP2 = YWP2 - C2 * sin i 2

XQ2 = XWP2 + C2 * cos 3

(22)

YQ 2 = YWP2 
+ C2 * sin i 3

It is important to recognize that, since the locations of points WP1 ,
WP2, WP3 may be completely arbitrary, it is possible to specify them in such
a way that D2 or D3 or both (as given by eqs. (19) and (20)), are negative.
Negative D and/or D3 implies that WP1 and/or WP3 is too close to the
waypoint W 2 for the given turning radius. The implications of this situa-
tion, and possible remedies for it, are discussed later in this section.

The above computational procedure is well suited for computer implementa-
tion as a separate subroutine. Accordingly, a subroutine called ROUND has
been written and is described in more detail in the appendix.

Consider a final heading waypoint such as shown in figure 5(b). It is

assumed that the following quantities are specified: (XWP ,YWP1 ) and

(XWP ,YWP ), the x,y coordinates of the points WP1 and WP2; , the desired

heading at WP2; and R2 , the radius of turn. The parameters to be determined
are the heading P and length D2 of the straight flight segment, the x,y
coordinates (XP2,Y 2) of point P2, and the direction and magnitude of

turn a2'
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Before proceeding with the solution, it is informative to consider this

problem from a different point of view. Consider an aircraft located at point
WP2 with a heading ;' (see fig. 6) given by

3 = MOD,( 3 + f
)  (23)

(for an arbitrary angle 4 expressed as the sum 4 = Pm + n * such that

-T < 1m s f and n is an integer, MOD,() = lm). Assume that the aircraft

is to fly directly to point WPI in such a manner that the path length of the

corresponding ground track is minimized subject to the minimum turning radius

constraint R2. The resulting ground track is seen to be precisely the solu-

tion to the original problem, except that the aircraft will actually fly it in

the reverse direction, that is, from WP 1 to WP 2. This type of minimum path-

length guidance problem was first proposed in reference 6, where the appro-

priate switching functions for the control law were calculated. A modified

solution to the problem is given here, one particularly suitable for computer

implementation.

Define t' and A' as

I' = MOD,( 2 + 1) (24)

A4' = -A42  (25)

and let (XO,YO) denote the x,y coordinates of the center of the turn,

point 0. Using certain geometrical arguments, the expressions for (XO,YO) are

XO = XWP 2 - R2  SIGN - sin 4' (26)

YO = YWP2 + R2  SIGN - cos 4' (27)

where SIGN is defined as

SIGN = SGN[(YWP1 - YWP2)cos 3 - (XWP1 - XWP2)sin i] (28)

The length, D2 , of the straight-line segment is then

D2 = [(XWP I - XO)2 + (YWPl - yO) 2 - R22] 1/2 (29)

and the expressions for angles a1 , a 2 , and a3 (see fig. 6) are

1 = MODX(44 - SIGN -) (30)

/YWP - YO

2 = tan-1 WP - XO (31)

a3 = tan-1 (32)
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Once a , a2 , and a3 are known, the direction and angular extent of the turn
A ' can be expressed as

a2 - a - SIGN * a + 2, if SIGN > 0 and a2 < a1

A = a2 - al - SIGN * a3 - 27, if SIGN < 0 and a2 > a1  (33)

a2 - a - SIGN * a3  otherwise

where the expression for SIGN is given by equation (28). The heading, *2,
of the straight-line segment and the x,y coordinates (XP2,YP2) of point P2
are obtained in a straightforward fashion:

4' = MOD ( + A4') (34)

XP2 = XO + R2  SIGN * sin 4

(35)
YP2 = YO - R2 SIGN • cos 4

The desired parameters of the original final heading waypoint problem

are now easily derived. In fact, the solution to the modified problem yields

the length of the straight flight segment and the x,y coordinates of the

beginning of the turn, point P2' The heading *2 is obtained from ' by

*2 = MOD ( ' + T) (36)

and the direction and magnitude of the turn A*2 are given by equation (25),
that is,

2 = -A (37)

As in the case of ordinary waypoint, it is possible to specify a final

heading waypoint in such a way that the radicand in equation (29) is negative.
This condition implies that, for the given waypoint location, desired final
heading, and minimum turning radius, point WP is too close to waypoint WP2 .
Action to correct this condition is discussed later.

A subroutine called NEWPSI has been written to compute the various
parameters associated with a final heading waypoint problem. This subroutine
is described in more detail in the appendix.

Ground Track Computation

Using the definitions of ordinary and final heading waypoints, along with
the computational subalgorithms described previously, an algorithm is now
described that generates a complete two-dimensional ground track from a
sequence of specified waypoints. A crucial idea in the algorithm is that it
generates the ground track by processing the waypoints in reverse order,
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beginning with the last waypoint and proceeding sequentially until the first

waypoint is processed. This procedure makes it possible to generate the

required headings at final heading waypoints automatically, thereby eliminat-

ing the need to specify these headings explicitly as separate input data. The

only exception to this is the last waypoint (always assumed to be a final

heading waypoint), which requires that the value of the desired final heading,

denoted by final, be specified explicitly. This assumption is consistent

with usual terminal area operational procedures. Placing the last waypoint on

the extension of the runway centerline, declaring it to be a final heading

waypoint, and specifying the runway heading as the desired heading assures

that the aircraft is guided to the localizer and is properly aligned with the

runway at some point prior to landing. Such a final waypoint could be the

approach gate, the outer marker, or any other point on the runway centerline

beyond which 4-D control of the aircraft is either inappropriate or not

desirable. For example, based on the nominal landing speed of the aircraft,
the last waypoint may be 1 minute of flight from touchdown.

Consider a sequence of NWP waypoints, denoted by WPi, i = 1,2,...,NWP,
and let the following parameters be given for each waypoint:

XWPi,YWPi  x,y coordinates

Ri  turning radius

INDEXi  type of waypoint

The x,y coordinates are given in a runway-centered coordinate system,
in which the x-axis coincides with the runway centerline and is positive in

the direction of landing, the y-axis is perpendicular to the runway and posi-
tive to the right, and the origin is at the touchdown point. What might be a

sequence of five waypoints for the ground track of an arriving aircraft is

shown in figure 7. The dashed lines represent the idealized ground track the

aircraft would follow if it could change heading instantaneously at the

waypoints.

The turning radius Ri may or may not be explicitly specified as an

input. If it is not specified, then the minimum turning radius is computed
based on the maximum admissible bank angle and maximum possible ground speed
at waypoint i, and Ri is set equal to this minimum turning radius. If Ri
is specified as an input, then the minimum turning radius is computed as

described above and is compared with Ri: if Ri is greater than or equal to

the minimum feasible turning radius, then processing continues; otherwise, an
error message is generated and processing stops. For the remainder of this

section, Ri is assumed to be greater than or equal to the respective minimum

feasible turning radius for all i = 2,3,...,NWP. (The computation of the

minimum turning radius is discussed at the end of this section.

The input parameter INDEXi is a binary variable whose value is 0 or 1.

INDEXi = 0 implies that waypoint i is an ordinary waypoint, while

INDEX i = 1 means that waypoint i is a final heading waypoint. As mentioned

earlier, the last waypoint is always a final heading waypoint, that is,
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INDEXNWp = 1. The first waypoint is also treated as a final heading waypoint,
although as will be shown, this is not necessary and is merely a convention.
All other waypoints may be chosen as ordinary or final heading type, so that
{INDEXi}, i = 2,3,...,NWP-1, is a completely arbitrary sequence of O's
and l's.

Assume that the algorithm has processed waypoints NWP, NWP-1, ... , i + 1,

and is currently to process waypoint i. At this stage of the algorithm, the
following quantities are available for all j = i + 1, i + 2, ..., NWP:

j heading of straight flight segment from WPj- 1 to point Pj

(XPj,YPj) x,y coordinates of Pj, the point where the turn associated
with waypoint j begins

Aj angular extent of turn associated with waypoint j

(XQj,YQj) x,y coordinates of Qj, the point where the turn associated
with waypoint j ends

Now assume that waypoint i is an ordinary waypoint, that is, INDEXi = 0
(see fig. 8). Then, from figure 5(a), point WP1 is replaced by WPi_ ,,

WP2 by WPi, and WP3 by Pi+l, and the subroutine ROUND is called to compute the
above parameters for waypoint i. The expressions for these parameters are

essentially the same as equations (13) through (22), but are repeated below
for completeness:

/YWPi - YWPi-j1
4 i =tan-  XWPi - XWPi - 1  -" < i ' (38)

SIGN = SGN[(YPi+ 1 - YWPi)cos i - (XPi + - XWPi)sin ji]  (39)

pi+ - i + 2v , if SIGN > 0 and 'i+ <i

*i =  i+l - i - 2n , if SIGN < 0 and i+ > Pi (40)

i+l - i , otherwise

Ci = Ri • tan ( 2 ) (41)

XPi = XWPi - Ci cos *il

(42)

YPi YWPi - Ci sin *iJ

xqi = xwPi + Ci-cos i
(43)

YQi YWPi + Ci sin *i
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If waypoint i is a final heading waypoint, then INDEX i = 1 (fig. 9).
In this case, from figure 5(b), point WP is replaced by WPi-1, WP2 by WPi,
P2 by Pi, and the subroutine NEWPSI is called to generate the following ground
track parameters:

i+l = MOD,(Ji+ 1 + 1) (44)

SIGN = SGN[(YWPi_ 1 - YWPi)cos 9+l - (XWPil - XWPi)sin i+l]  (45)

XO = XWPi - Ri • SIGN * sin 'j+
(46)

YO = YWPi + Ri * SIGN - cos i+1

Di = [(XWPi_ 1 - XO)2 + (YWPi 1_ - YO)2 - Ri2]1/2 (47)

S= MOD(+ - SIGN *) (48)

i-1

a3 
= tan-1 -( (50)(Di3 -R

2 - 1 - SIGN * a3 + 2 , if SIGN > 0 and a < a1

Ai =  a2 - a1 - SIGN * a - 2r , if SIGN < 0 and a > a (51)

a2 - a - SIGN * a , otherwise

A i = -Aij (52)

S= MOD(i+ + ) (53)

i = MODf(4i + i) (54)

XPi = XO + Ri * SIGN * sin 4i
(55)

YPi = YO - Ri * SIGN * cos 4i

xqi XWPi)
(56)

YQi YWPiJ
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In order to describe the two-dimensional ground track completely, it remains
to determine the length of the straight flight segments and the arclength of
the turns. Let Di denote the length of straight flight from point Qi_- to
point Pi, and let ADi represent the arclength of the turn Ati ,
i = 2,3,...,NWP. Then the expressions for Di and ADi are

Di = [(XP - XQi-1) 2 + (YPi - yQi_1)2]1/2 (57)

ADi = Ri " IAi (58)

Minimum Turning Radius

In order to compute the minimum turning radius at each waypoint, it is
necessary to know the maximum ground speed of the aircraft at the waypoint and
the maximum permissible bank angle. The speed profile of the aircraft, how-
ever, is not known when the ground track is generated. Consequently, the
maximum ground speed must be approximated to compute the minimum turning
radius. In order to assure that at no waypoint will the guidance commands
require the aircraft to violate the maximum bank-angle constraint, the maximum
ground speed at each waypoint is taken to be the scalar sum of the maximum
possible airspeed at the waypoints and the wind magnitude. The maximum pos-
sible airspeed, in turn, is a function of the maximum permissible airspeed at

the last waypoint and the distance along the flight path to the last waypoint.

Let v denote the maximum admissible airspeed in the terminal area, vw
the magnitude of the wind, and VGMAXi the maximum possible ground speed of
the aircraft at waypoint i. Since the airspeed to be achieved at the last
waypoint is specified as vfinal, VGMAXNWP = Vfinal + vw. For i < NWP,
VGMAXi is approximated by the following (see sketch (a)).

VGMAXi+1 , if VGMAXi+ 1 = v + vw

VGMAXi  v + v , if VGi  v + v (59)

VGi , otherwise

where the expression for VGi  is

VGi = VGMAX?+ 1 - 2 amin[(XPi+l- XWPi) 2 + (YPi+1 - YWPi)2]1/2 1/2

The physical interpretation of VGi is as follows: if the aircraft were to
fly directly from waypoint i to point Pi+l and apply the maximum decelera-
tion amin, then it could just achieve a ground speed change from VGi at
point WPi to VGMAXi+ 1 . at point Pi+ 1. Note how equations (59) and (60)
reflect .the assumption that the upper envelope of the admissible speeds
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(v+v w ) in this range ----- -VGMAXi = VGi
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UV +V, = VGMAX i + ~I VGMAXi = VGMAXi+ I

WPi  Pi+1
Distance along ground track

Sketch (a).

decreases monotonically as the aircraft approaches the last waypoint. Specifi-

cally, if for some value of i, say i = j, VGMAXj = v + vw, then
VGMAXi_- = VGMAXi = v + vw for all i s j.

Once VGMAXi is known, the minimum turning radius, RMINi, at waypoint i
can be computed from

VGMAXi2

RMINi = (61)
g * tan max

ALTITUDE PROFILE

Except for the very last phase of flight, namely flaring and decrabbing,
the motion of an aircraft in the vertical plane consists of constant flight-
path-angle segments connected by some sort of smooth transitioning between
adjacent flight-path angles. To generate an altitude profile, it is assumed
that transitioning from one flight-path angle to another is instantaneous.
Whatever inaccuracy results from this assumption is minimized by introducing
appropriate lead times in the actual control law. This method of compensating
for finite pitch rate is discussed under Four-Dimensional Guidance Commands.

The basic assumption in generating an altitude profile is that the flight-
path angle between adjacent waypoints remains constant. Thus, in order to
generate the constant flight-path-angle segments, the desired waypoint alti-
tudes and the horizontal distance between each pair of adjacent waypoints must
be known.

In using waypoint altitudes to generate a sequence of constant flight-
path angles, the following ambiguity must be resolved: ordinary waypoints do
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not lie on the actual flight path generated by the techniques described pre-
viously; consequently, the meaning of waypoint altitude for ordinary waypoints

must be defined. Therefore, it is assumed, somewhat arbitrarily, that the

waypoint altitude should be achieved precisely at the end of the turn asso-

ciated with the waypoint in question. Note that this is entirely consistent

with the definition of final heading waypoints. Thus, if ZWPi, i = 1, 2,
..., NWP, are the desired waypoint altitudes, then ZWP i is actually the
altitude of the aircraft at the point when the turn associated with WPi is
completed. Since the end of a turn at WPi is denoted by point Qi, the
altitude, ZQi, at point Qi is therefore given by

ZQi = ZWPi , i = 1,2,...,NWP (62)

The horizontal distance between points Qi- 1 and Qi has already been
computed and is simply the sum of the straight flight distance Di and the

arclength of the turn at WPi, that is, ADi. If the constant flight-path
angle between points Qi-1 and Qi is denoted by GAMi, then the expression

for GAMi is (fig. 10)

GAM i = tan" 1 i + Di) , i = 2,3,...,NWP (63)

Note that since the vertical axis is positive downward by convention, GAMi > 0
implies ascending flight, while GAMi < 0 implies descending flight.

For sufficiently small values of its argument, the function tan-1 (.)
can be approximated to a high degree of accuracy by its argument. Since the
argument of tan-1 (*) in equation (63) is generally quite small, and since
evaluating tan-l( •) requires a relatively long execution time, for the com-

puter implementation of the guidance scheme, the value of GAMi is computed
from the approximate expression

GAM ZQ 1 - ZQi (64)
D. + AD.1 1

Computing the sequence of flight-path angles according to equation (64)
is straightforward. It is conceivable that GAMi (as given by eq. (64)) may
be either infeasible from an aircraft performance point of view or undesirable
due to other operational constraints. Therefore, GAMi must be checked
whether it satisfies the constraints

Ymin 5 GAMi 5 max i = 2,3,...,NWP (65)

where Ymin and Ymax are input parameters. If GAMi satjsflies inequalities

(65), then computation continues; otherwise, a message is genetat:ed stating
that GAMi lies outside the admissable range and computation stops.
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For a complete altitude profile, it remains merely to determine what the

altitude should be at the beginning of each turn, that is, at the points Pi.

Let ZPi denote the altitude at point Pi, then ZPi  is given by

ZPi = ZQi_1 - Di . GAMi (66)

A typical altitude profile between two arbitrary points Qi-1 and Qi is shown

in figure 10.

SPEED PROFILE

The primary objective of the 4-D guidance system described here is to

guide the aircraft accurately not only in the three spatial dimensions, but

also to control its motion as a function of time along the desired flight
path, thereby controlling the time of its arrival at the end of the flight

path. Thus, after the desired 3-D flight path is computed, it is necessary
to determine a time schedule the aircraft is to maintain along the flight
path. This, in turn, requires the determination of an appropriate speed
profile.

Clearly, if the speed profile of the aircraft were specified rigidly,
then so would its motion as a function of time along the flight path, in which

case control of its arrival time would not be possible. While the admissible

speed is not entirely arbitrary, at almost every point during the flight there

exists a definite range of speeds within which the aircraft may operate.

Admissible Speed Ranges

As mentioned briefly under Problem Description and Basic Approach, the
maximum admissible speed of an aircraft is dictated by either Federal Aviation

Regulations or by structural constraints. FAR 91.70a limits all aircraft to

an indicated airspeed of 250 knots below 3048 m (10,000 ft) mean sea level.

Since most terminal area operations take place below 3048 m, the 250-knot

speed may be considered an absolute upper bound. When the aircraft descends

to lower altitudes and approaches the runway, the speed is reduced and flaps
are deployed to maintain sufficient stall margin. Since at any flap setting
it is unsafe to fly at speeds greater than the flap placard speed, the upper
bound on the admissible speeds must be reduced so that it is consistent with

the flap placard speed.

The lower bound on the admissible speeds is basically a function of the

stall speed of the aircraft at any given flap setting. The generally

accepted lower bound on terminal area speeds is 30 percent above stall speed,
which itself is a function of the flap setting. This lower bound is often

increased to account for wind and gust effects.

In addition to the above considerations concerning the minimum and maxi--

mum admissible speeds, it is generally required that, for any flap setting,
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the aircraft be capable of flying at a maximum speed 80 percent above the
stall speed (for the given flap setting) without the need for configuration
change (ref. 7). Thus, if the flap setting of an aircraft is denoted by 6
and the stall speed at that flap setting is represented by Vs(6), then the
speed range available to the aircraft at any flap setting without configura-
tion change is given by

1.3Vs ( 6 ) 5 v 5 1.8V s (6) (67)

From the point of view of pilot workload, it is clearly desirable to have
a speed profile that requires a minimum number of configuration changes.
Furthermore, operational and economic considerations dictate that aircraft
land as quickly as possible with a minimum of delay. This, in turn, means
that aircraft should maintain as high a speed as is consistent with the cur-
rent air traffic situation for as long as possible. The question therefore
arises: what is the simplest way to specify the admissible speed ranges for
various types of aircraft so that the above ideas are reflected in the
resulting speed profile? One alternative could be to specify the minimum and
maximum speeds at every, or nearly every, point along the flight path. Such
an approach would be not only prohibitive from the point of view of computer
storage requirements, but also totally unnecessary. Instead, the basic philos-
ophy is adopted that if the aircraft is sufficiently far away from the final
waypoint where generally a prespecified speed must be achieved, then the mini-
mum admissible speed should be set to 1.3 Vs(o), while the maximum admissible
speed should be given by the smallest of the three quantities: (a) 250 knots,
(b) the flap placard speed Vp(o) corresponding to zero flaps, and
(c) 1.8 Vs(o), where Vs(o) is the stall speed of the aircraft with zero flap
setting. As the aircraft proceeds along the flight path and approaches the
final waypoint, both the minimum and maximum speeds must be lowered gradually
so that the desired speed at the final waypoint can be achieved without
excessive rates of speed change (it is assumed that the proper flap setting
is maintained during the entire flight).

At this point, the objective is to select a small number of parameters
which, when specified as input, could be used to generate the minimum and maxi-
mum speeds consistent with the concepts described above. It will be shown in
the sequel that the stall speed and the flap placard speed of the aircraft at
zero flap setting, the maximum rate of speed change, the desired air speed at
the final waypoint, and the magnitude and direction of the wind, along with the
knowledge of the ground track, are sufficient to determine the admissible
speed ranges.

Let the desired air speed at the final waypoint be denoted by Vfinal,
and let vw and ,w denote the magnitude and direction of the constant wind
field, respectively. Furthermore, let VMINi, VMAXi, i = 1,2,...,NWP, repre-
sent the minimum and maximum air speeds at each waypoint. More precisely, it
is assumed that if there is a turn associated with waypoint i, then it is to
be flown at a constant airspeed, say VAi, that satisfies the constraints:

VMIN i 3 VAi 5 VMAXi  (68)
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Now let c and c be two prespecified numbers satisfying the inequalities

1.3 s c < c < 1.8 (69)

and define the minimum and maximum admissible cruising airspeeds, v and v in

the terminal area as follows:

v = c * Vs(o) (70)

v = min [c * Vs(o), Vp(o), 250 knots])

It is now possible to determine the speeds VMINi and VMAXi , i = 1,2,... ,NWP.

The procedure is sequential and starts with the last waypoint. Since the air

speed at the last waypoint is specified, the following equalities are obvious:

VMINNWP = VMAXNWP = Vfinal (71)

It will be assumed throughout this analysis that

Vfina < v (72)

This assumption is entirely consistent with current operational procedures

since Vfinal, in most cases, will be the final approach speed of an aircraft.

For i < NWP, VMINi and VMAXi are computed as

VMIN v  if VMINi+ = v; or if VMIN. < v and vmin. > v

VMIN. = (73)

in. otherwise

VMAX if VMAXi+. = v; or if VMAX.i+ < v and vmaxi > v (74)

1  ax. otherwise

where the expressions for vmin i and vmaxi are

vmin= [VMINi+1 +vw cos(i+1 - *W)]2 - 2 amin Di+1 1/2 - Vw cos(i+ -
(75)

vmax= [VMAX + vw cos(i+ - w)]2 - 2 * amin *Di+, 1/2 - VW cos( - )

(76)

Both vmini and vmaxi  can be given straightforward physical interpreta-

tion (fig. 11). Assume that the aircraft has just completed the turn atkway-

point i and is located at the corresponding point Qi. Then vmin'i. -is.the

precise air speed from which the aircraft could decelerate, using the maximum
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OIGV Figure 11.- Meaning of vmin and vmax.
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deceleration amin, such that the resulting air speed at the beginning of the

next turn, that is, at point Pi+l, is exactly VMINi+1 ; similarly, vmaxi  is

the precise air speed from which the aircraft could decelerate, using the

maximum deceleration amin, such that the resulting air speed at point Pi+1
is exactly VMAXi+1 . The subroutine used to compute the speeds VMINi and

VMAXi  is called VRANGE and is described in the appendix.

In order to define completely the minimum and maximum admissible speeds

along the entire flight path, and not just at the waypoints, it is assumed

that between any two adjacent waypoints the airspeed is constrained to the

union of the admissible speed ranges at the two waypoints. Thus, for aircraft

in flight from point Qi to point Pi+l, the air speed is limited to the

range [min(VMINi, VMINi+1 ), max(VMAXi, VMAXi+1 )]. This point is discussed

further when the computation of the actual speed profile is described.

Attainable Arrival Times

Once the minimum and maximum admissible speeds are determined, the com-

putation of the corresponding range in the attainable times of arrival to the

last waypoint becomes relatively straightforward. In order to compute the

range of arrival times, it is necessary to determine the minimum and maximum

flight times from the first to last waypoint. With no additional effort, the

range of flight times from every waypoint to the last can be calculated.

These numbers are useful when implementing the overall guidance scheme.

Clearly, a flight profile at the maximum admissible speeds results in the

minimum flight time; similarly, flight at the minimum speeds yields the maximum

flight time (it is understood that the flight is along the previously generated

3-D flight path). The subroutine called TRANGE is used to compute the mini-

mum and maximum flight times.

Let TMINi, TMAXi, i = 1,2,...,NWP denote the minimum and maximum flight

times, respectively, from waypoint i to the last waypoint. TMIN i and TMAXi
are computed via the subroutine called TRANS. The basic inputs required for

TRANS are the specification of a waypoint number i, the 3-D flight-path

parameters (actually, only the 2-D ground track parameters are needed) from

point Qi- 1 to point Qi, the minimum and maximum admissible speeds at the

two waypoints, and a positive number p satisfying the inequalities

S p 5 1 (77)

The parameter p plays an important role in the computation of flight times.

It not only determines what the air speeds should be at the two waypoints

involved, but it also specifies the point at which the required speed change

should occur. In effect, p completely determines the speed profile between

waypoints (i-l) and i once the minimum and maximum admissible speeds at the

two waypoints are given (sketch (b)).
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Sketch (b).

Let VAil(p) and VAi(p) denote the desired air speeds at waypoints (i-l)
and i, respectively. Then VAi_(p ) and VAi(p) are defined in terms of p as

VA I(p) = VMAXi - p(VMAXi_1 - VMINi_1 )

(78)
VAi (p) = VMAXi - p(VMAXi - VMINi)

Note that, since VMINi < VMINi_ 1 and VMAXi < VMAXi-1, it follows that
VAi(p) < VAi- 1(p). The ground speeds at points Qi-j and Pi are then given
in terms of the above air speeds and the appropriate wind component. Thus, if
VQil(p) and VPi(p) denote the ground speeds at points Qi-1 and Pi, then

VQi_ (p) = VAi- (p) + v w cos( i - lw) (79)

VPi(p) = VAi(p) + Vw cos(i - tw) (80)

If VMIN i < VMINi I and/or VMAXi < VMAXi_., then VAi(p) < VAi-,(p) and
therefore VPi(p) < VQi- 1(p). This implies that a speed reduction must occur
somewhere between waypoints i-i and i. Where this speed change should occur
is again determined by the parameter p. Let Slli(p) be the distance flown
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at the ground speed VQi-l(p), S12i(p) the distance required to effect the
speed change from VQil(p) to VPi(p), and S2 2 i(P) the distance flown at the
ground speed VPi(p) (fig. 12). Since any speed change is assumed to occur
during straight flight, the following equality must hold

Sll.(p) + S12 i (p) + S22 i (p) = Di  (81)

The distance S12i(p) is merely a function of the two ground speeds involved
and is given by

VPi 2 (p) - VQ2_1(P)
S12i(p) = mi (82)

The distance S22i(p) is then defined in terms of p as

S22i(P) = p - [Di - S12i(p)] (83)

The flight times associated with each of the above three distances can be
calculated as

SIlli() Di - S12i(p) - S22i(P)

Tlli(P) VQi-(p) VQ- (p) (84)

VPi(p) - VQi_ (P)
T12i(p) = amin (85)

amin

S22i(P)
T22.i() - VP.(p) (86)

1

In order to compute the total flight time from point Qi- to point Qi,
it remains to determine the time T23i(p) spent in the turn from point Pi to
point Qi. A detailed discussion of the general problem of calculating the
flight time during curved flight is quite involved (see ref. 8). The problem
considered here is simplified somewhat by the assumption that the air speed
is held constant during the turn. It is shown in reference 8 that if the
desired constant air speed during the turn Ai (see ground track generation)
is VAi(p), then the duration of the turning flight, T23i(p), is given by

2 1 SGN(a i a c [1 i -[c + A[i2 i\1 w)
T23i(p) = SGN( tan-  tan - tan-I tan 2

(87)

where

c1 = VA. (p) + vw  (88)
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C2 = [VAi 2 (P) - Vw2]1/2 (89)

Note that the ground speed is generally not constant during a turn, so that

VPi(p) and VQi(p) are different. For the sake of flexibility and modularity,
a separate routine, TTTURN, was written to calculate T23i(p) (see the
appendix).

The minimum and maximum flight times can now be generated from any way-
point to the last waypoint. Given any waypoint i, i = 2, 3, . . , NWP,

and a p satisfying inequalities (77), the corresponding flight time from

point Qi-1 to point Qi is denoted by Ti(p). From the above discussion,
Ti (p) is given by

Ti(p) = Tlli(p) + T12i(p) + T22i(p) + T23i(p) (90)

and is an output of the subroutine TRANS. Clearly, p = 0 results in the
maximum speed profile between the two adjacent waypoints involved, while

p = 1 yields the minimum speed profile between the waypoints. Thus, Ti(0) is
the minimum flight time and Ti(l) is the maximum flight time between points

Qi-1 and Qi.

The definitions of TMIN i and TMAXi require that

TMINNWP = TMAXNWp = 0 (91)

For i < NWP, the flight times TMINi and TMAXi are computed sequentially,
but in reverse order. Thus, subroutine TRANGE starts with i = NWP, sets
p = 0 or 1, calls the subroutine TRANS to compute Ti(0) or Ti(1l), and then

generates TMINi_- and TMAXi_ 1 according to

TMIN. = TMIN. + T. (0) (92)
1-1 1 1

TMAXi- = TMAX. + Ti(1l) (93)

Desired Speed Profile

Once the minimum and maximum flight times from the first to the last

waypoint are known, that is, TMIN1 and TMAX 1, a desired flight time, denoted

by ENRTIM1 , from the first to the last waypoint is selected. If the aircraft
is to achieve the desired flight time while flying along the previously
generated 3-D flight path without violating the speed constraints, ENRTIM 1
must satisfy the following inequalities:

TMIN1 5 ENRTIM 1 s TMAX 1  (94)
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Assuming that ENRTIM 1 is chosen such that inequalities (94) are satisfied,

the next step is to generate a speed profile which results in a flight time

equal to ENRTIM1. Let such a speed profile be called the desired speed pro-

file, with the following characteristics:

1. The airspeed remains between the minimum and maximum admissible air

speeds along the flight path.

2. The rate of speed change does not exceed the acceleration/deceleration

capabilities of the aircraft.

3. The ground speed yields the desired flight time between the first and

last waypoints.

From earlier developments in this section, generating the desired speed

profile is equivalent to finding the appropriate value for the single

parameter p. This particular parameterization scheme of the speed profile by

a single parameter was chosen to simplify the computations, thereby reducing

computer storage and time requirements. In certain situations, this scheme

may not be appropriate. Thus, it may be necessary to use two parameters, one

to reflect the speed level between the minimum and maximum admissible speeds,

the other to determine the points along the ground track at which speed

changes occur.

Conceptually, the problem of determining the appropriate p is straight-

forward. In practice, however, an iterative procedure must be used because

the functional relationship between p and the corresponding flight time is

not invertible. Thus, if the flight time from the first waypoint to the last

one corresponding to any p satisfying equation (77) is denoted by T(p),
then the explicit expression for T(p) is

NWP

T(p) = Ti(p) (95)

i=2

where Ti(p) are the output of the subroutine TRANS and are given by

equation (90). Consequently, the problem of generating the desired speed pro-

file is reduced to finding the value of p, say p, that satisfies the

equation

NWP
STi() = ENRTIM1  (96)

i=2
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Iterative Procedure to Find p

Step 1- Let j = 1 and select the initial value of pj to be

ENRTIM' - TMIN1

j =TMAX - TMIN 1

Step 2- Compute T(pj) according to equation (95), namely,

NWP

T(p) = Ti(p ) (98)

i=2

Define ERRORj as

ERROR. = ENRTIM - T(pj) , (99)

and let e be an arbitrary positive number specified in advance.

Step 3- If ERRORj satisfies the stopping criterion

JERRORjl < E (100)

then P = p and the iterative procedure stops. If equation (100) is not

satisfied, then pj+ 1  is set equal to

ERROR. 1
p -SAT . + - ] + 1 (101)

j+1 2 j TMAX 1 - TMIN 1

and steps 2 and 3 are repeated. The function SAT(-) used above is defined as

1 if (*) > 1

SAT(*) =() if -1 < (*) < 1 (102)

-1 if (.) 5 -1

Defining pj+l recursively by equation (101) assures that, if T(pj) <ENRTIM 1,

then Pj+ > pj, if T(pj) > ENRTIM1 , then pj+ 1 pj; and if T(pj =ENRTIMI,
then Pj+ = pj. Furthermore, equation (101) assures that 0 < Pj+1 5 1 for

all j = 1, 2, . . . . Although it has not been proved, it is strongly sus-

pected that T(p) as 'given by equation (95) is a monotonic function of p.

Consequently, the iterative procedure is expected to converge in a small num-

ber of iterations. Computational experience indicates that this is indeed

the case.

Having thus found the value of p that satisfies equation (96), it is a

simple matter to determine the desired speed profile. The required air speeds
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at the various waypoints are given by equations (78), the corresponding
ground speeds are generated by equations (79) and (80), and the points at

which speed changes occur are derived from equation (83); in all cases p is

replaced by . The desired speed profile is therefore completely determined.

It will be useful to generate a sequence of NWP numbers that correspond

to the times required to fly from the various waypoints to the last waypoint
while tracking the 4-D flight path. More precisely, let ENRTIMi,
i = 1, 2, . . . , NWP denote the time required to fly from the end of the

turn associated with waypoint i, namely, Qi, to the end of the turn asso-

ciated with waypoint NWP, namely, QNWP, while tracking the desired speed pro-

file computed previously. From the definitions of Ti(p) and i, it follows

that ENRTIMi can be computed by the recursive relationship:

ENRTIM. = ENRTIM.i_ - Ti() , i = 2, 3, . . ., NWP (103)

where ENRTIM 1 is specified as an external input. Clearly, ENRTIM i satisfies

the following inequalities:

TMIN. s ENRTIM. TMAX. , i = 1, 2, . . ., NWP (104)
1 1 1

All computations described in this section have been implemented in the

form of a subroutine called SPEED. A detailed programming description of

SPEED is given in the appendix.

4-D GUIDANCE COMMANDS

In order to generate the sequence of 4-D guidance commands corresponding

to the desired ground track, altitude profile, and speed profile computed in

the three previous sections, it is necessary to interleave the individual

command components in chronological order. This interleaving process is

accomplished conveniently in the subroutine SPEED immediately following the

speed profile computations of the previous section.

Before giving a detailed description of generating the chronological

sequence of guidance commands, it is useful to recall the basic structure of

each of the three components - ground track, altitude profile, and speed pro-

file. The ground track of any flight path (as computed under Ground Track

Synthesis) consists of a sequence of alternating straight lines and circular
arcs (some of the turns, of course, may be degenerate). Thus, a straight-line

flight followed by a circular turn can be considered as the basic element or
"building-block" of the ground track. This basic element is completely
defined by the following parameters: the x,y coordinates of the beginning of
the straight line, the heading and length of the straight line, and the
direction, angular extent, and radius of the turn. Given these parameters,
the x,y coordinates of the beginning and end of the turn are uniquely deter-
mined and can be computed easily. From the definition of the basic element,
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it is clear that the number of basic elements in a complete ground track is

equal to the number of waypoints.

The altitude profile (as described under Altitude Profile) consists of

piecewise constant flight-path-angle segments between the beginnings of

straight-line flights. Each segment can be considered as the basic element of

the altitude profile. This is particularly appropriate since, in this case,

the basic element of the altitude profile coincides with that of the ground

track, resulting in a simple, well-defined basic element for the 3-D flight

path. The parameters that define each element of the altitude profile are

the z coordinate of the beginning of the segment and the sense and magnitude

of the constant flight-path angle. Since the ground track is already known,

the z coordinate at the end of the segment, as well as any other point, can

be computed. The expression for the z coordinate of the end of the straight

flight segment is given under Altitude Profile.

Finally, recall from the previous section that the most general speed

profile consists of at most four separate subsegments for each basic 
element

of the 3-D flight path, that is, from the beginning of one straight line

flight to the beginning of the next one. The first three subsegments occur

in straight flight: the first subsegment is a constant speed flight, during

the second subsegment the speed is changed at a constant rate, and the third

subsegment is again a constant speed flight at the new speed. The fourth sub-

segment occurs during the curved flight, and the speed profile 
is such that a

constant air speed is maintained during the turn. These four subsegments can

be considered as the basic unit of the speed profile. A typical unit, such as

the one just described, is shown in figure 12. Due to the particular tech-

nique of generating the speed profile, the only parameters needed to compute

the four subsegments are the minimum and maximum admissible air speeds at the

waypoints, the direction and magnitude of the wind, and the parameter p that

reflects how close the actual speed level is to the maximum admissible level.

Each basic element of the 3-D flight path contains one to four basic

elements of the speed profile. Consequently, the entire sequence of 4-D

guidance commands is decomposed into subsequences, each of which 
describes

the desired motion of the aircraft from one waypoint to the next (actually,

by convention, a subsequence starts at the beginning of a straight flight

segment and ends at the beginning of the next straight flight segment).

Guidance Vectors

It is now evident that the guidance commands are piecewise constant dur-

ing individual guidance intervals. Let Atk denote the duration of the kth

guidance interval, and let the corresponding constant guidance commands during

the kth interval be represented by ak, uk, and Yk, where ak is the rate of

change of air speed, uk is the inverse of the turning radius (see equa-

tion (11)), and Yk is the flight-path angle. Thus, the 4-D commands for the

kth guidance interval can be represented by a constant 4-vector, 
fk, of the

form:
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fk = [Atk, ak' Uk' Yk]  (105)

In order to assemble the chronological sequence of guidance commands, it is
necessary to determine the sequence of constant 4-vectors given by equa-
tion (105). This is accomplished in the subroutine SPEED using various
parameters of the ground track, altitude profile, and speed profile.

Assume that the command vectors fk have been determined from waypoint 1
to waypoint i-1 or, more precisely, from the beginning of the first straight-
line segment to the end of the turn associated with waypoint i-1, that is,
point Qi-1. Furthermore, assume that the number of nondegenerate command
vectors for this portion of the flight path is (NCli_1 -1), where a command
vector fk is said to be nondegenerate if the command interval Atk is
nonzero. (Actually, from a computational point of view, fk is considered
nondegenerate if atk : e, where E is an arbitrarily small positive number.
In the computer implementation of the guidance system, e is taken to be 0.1
second.) The numbers NCI,, j = 1, 2, . . . , NWP play an important role in
the overall guidance scheme and will be discussed later.

Letting k = NCIi-1, the nondegenerate guidance vectors from point Qi- 1
to point Qi can now be easily determined by the following sequence of
operations:

Step 1 - If Tlli($) c, set fk = [Tlli(p), 0, 0, GAMi],

k = k + 1, and go to step 2;
otherwise, go to step 2.

Step 2 - If T12i() ? e, set fk = [T12i(^), amin, 0, GAMi],

k = k + 1i, and go to step 3;
otherwise, go to step 3.

Step 3 - If T22i(p) E, set fk = [T22i($), 0, 0, GAMi],

k = k + 1, and go to step 4; (106)
otherwise, go to step 4.

Step 4 - If T23i($) - c, set fk = 23i() ,  SGN(0, R , GAMi,

k = k + 1, and go to step 5;
otherwise, go to step 5.

Step 5 - NCIi = k.

From (106), it is clear that NCI i - NCIi_ 1 f 4 and therefore the 4-D flight
path between any two adjacent points Qi- and Qi can be described by at
most four nondegenerate guidance vectors of the form of equation (105).
This in turn, implies that the maximum number, MAXSEG, of nondegenerate
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guidance vectors needed to generate a complete 4-D flight path satisfies the

inequality

MAXSEG 5 4 * (NWP - 1) (107)

In view of (106), the number NCI i  can be interpreted as a pointer in

the following sense. Suppose that all nondegenerate guidance vectors for a

particular 4-D flight path have been determined via the operations defined

by (106). Then the first guidance vector immediately following waypoint i

(actually, point Qi) is fNCIi. Thus, if for some reason the only 4-D guid-

ance vectors of interest are those starting at waypoint i, the pointer NCIi
makes it possible to identify immediately the correct starting vector. For

reasons which will become evident in the next section, the sequence {NCI i } is
initialized by setting NCI 1 

= S.

Once the guidance vectors are known,' they can be applied in two different

ways for tracking the 4-D flight path. If the control surfaces of the air-

craft are coupled to the autopilot/autothrottle, then the guidance vectors

could be used as input to the autopilot/autothrottle, which, in turn, would

generate the appropriate signals to drive the control surfaces and the

throttle. This would allow one to track a 4-D flight path completely auto-

mactically. On the other hand, the guidance vectors could be used to drive

the flight director and other displays in the cockpit, thereby enabling the

pilot to track the 4-D flight path manually. Various mixed modes of operation

would also be feasible, for example, the throttle could be driven auto-

matically, while the remaining tracking functions could be performed by the

pilot.

The two main tracking options described previously have been incorpor-

ated in the design of an automated guidance and control system for STOL air-

craft (ref. 5). The system has been tested extensively in the STOLAND flight
simulator at Ames Research Center, and the manual tracking option has been
tested in flight.

Compensation for Finite Roll and Pitch Rates

Throughout the present analysis, it was assumed that aircraft can make

changes in bank angle and flight-path angle instantaneously., This is a

reasonable assumption for the purposes of generating 4-D flight paths that

may be orders of magnitude longer (in time) than the time constants of the
controls involved. However, in order to achieve very precise tracking via the

guidance vectors described earlier, it is necessary to account, in some fash-

ion, for the fact that both the roll and pitch rates of aircraft are finite.

A simple yet effective means of compensating for these finite rates is by
introducing appropriate lead times in the guidance vectors. Thus, if the roll-

ing and pitching maneuvers are initiated slightly in advance of the times dic-

tated by the guidance vectors defined by (106), then the tracking errors can

be minimized. It will be shown in the sequel that very simple expressions
can be derived for the proper lead times, and these lead times depend only on
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the maximum control signal (bank angle and flight-path angle) and the maximum
control rates (roll and pitch rates).

Roll-Rate Compensation

Assume that the aircraft is flying along a straight line until at some
instant of time, say tl, a new guidance vector is applied that requires the

aircraft to roll to its maximum permissible bank angle Pmax. In generating
the guidance vectors, it was assumed that the aircraft is capable of rolling

to Pmax instantaneously at t This is clearly not true since the maximum
roll rate of aircraft in generally limited. Denote this maximum roll rate by

max and assume that all banking maneuvers are performed at this maximum
rate. Thus, if the roll begins at time to, then the bank angle, as a function
of time, is given by

(t) = ;max * (t - to) (108)

Let t2 be the earliest time the aircraft achieves 4max. Then the minimum
time required to effect a bank-angle change from 0 to 'max is

@max
(t2 - to) = (109)

;max

The specific question therefore is: at what time, to, should a banking
maneuver of the form of equation (108) begin if the sequence of idealized 4-D
guidance vectors requires an instantaneous bank-angle change from 0 to Pmax
at time tl? In order to transform the question into a well-defined problem,
the following boundary condition is imposed: at the instant, t when c(t)
(eq. (108)) achieves Pmax, the heading should be the same as ii 4max had
been achieved instantaneously at tl and maintained until t2 . These two
bank-angle histories are shown in figure 13(a).

Using equation (108) in equation (4) yields the following expression for
the heading at time t 2:

*(t2) = i(to) - g an cosb[max (t 2 - to)]1 (110)

Vmax

Similarly, -if the instantaneous bank-angle change of 4max were applied at
t, and maintained until t2, then the reference heading, r(t2), at time t2
would be

lr(t 2) = (to) + I (tan Cmax)(t2 - t) (111)

Let T be the lead time, that is, T = (t - to). Then equating (t2) to
*r(t2) and using equation (109) yields the iollowing for T :
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Figure 13.- Compensating for finite roll and pitch rates.
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max n(cos max)  (112)
T = -- + (112)

imax max tan Omax

Since, for the most terminal area operations, max 5 300, the following
approximations are valid:

max
9n(cos max) ax (113)

max 2

tan €max max (114)

and the resulting expression for To  is

max
S=2- (115)

max

(Note that the lead time given by equation (115) is equally applicable when thE
aircraft is to roll out of a turn, that is, when the bank angle changes from
0max to 0.) A typical value of 4max may be 5 degrees/second, and therefore
the lead times required for banking maneuvers may be of the order of 2 to
3 seconds.

Pitch-Rate Compensation

The derivation of the appropriate lead time to compensate for finite
pitch rate is analogous to the derivation of T,. The essential difference
is that the boundary condition imposed on the problem is in terms of the
altitude of the aircraft.

Referring to figure 13(b), let the flight-path angle y(t) be given by

y(t) = Y0 + Ymax(t - to ) (116)

where max is the maximum permissible pitch rate. Furthermore, let Ty be
the lead time defined by Ty = t 1 - to. The problem is to determine Ty
subject to the following boundary condition: at the instant t2 when y(t)
(as given by eq. (116)) becomes y2' the altitude should be the same as if y
had been achieved instantaneously at t1 and maintained until t2 (fig. 13(b ).

Using equation (116) in-(3) yields the following expression for the alti-
tude at time t2 (assuming constant speed):

z(t 2 ) = z(t) + vYo  (t 2 - to) + VYma x  (t 2 - to) 2  (117)
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If the flight-path angle were changed instantaneously from Yo to y2  at

t, and maintained until t2, then the reference altitude, zr(t2), at time

t2 would be

zr(t 2 ) = z(to) + vy (t1 - to) + V 2  (t 2 - t) (118)

Equating (117) to (118) and using the fact that (t2 - to) (Y2 - Yo)/Ymax'
yields the following for Ty

Y 2 Y
2- (119)

2 fmax

In practice, the admissible maneuvers in the vertical plane are limited

not so much by the maximum pitch rate of the aircraft, but by the vertical

acceleration due to the pitching motion. Assuming that flight-path angle

changes take place at constant speed, the maximum vertical acceleration,

Zmax, is obtained from equation (3) by simple differentiation:

Smax =  ma (120)
max max

Combining equations (119) and (120) yields

v (Y2 - Yo)

Y= 22 max

An accepted value of Zmax is 0.68 m/sec2 (2.25 ft/sec 2), so that, for

typical terminal area speeds and flight-path angles, Ty is of the same order

of magnitude as T .

Having thus obtained the lead times T and ry, the timing of any 4-D

guidance vector that requires a change in bank angle and/or flight-path angle

is merely advanced by the appropriate lead time. Extensive simulations on the

STOLAND flight simulator indicate that compensating for finite roll and pitch

rates in the manner described above is more than adequate for accurate tracking

of typical terminal area flight paths.

A particularly convenient place to compute the lead times 7T and Ty is

in the subroutine SPEED. Details of these computations are discussed in the

appendix.

CAPTURE MODE

The aim of any 4-D guidance scheme is to guide the aircraft accurately in

space and in time. Specifically, the aircraft is to be guided along a precise

3-D flight path and a precise time schedule so that its arrival time to the

last waypoint, and therefore to the runway threshold, can be predicted
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accurately. In order to accomplish this objective, not only must the aircraft
be guided accurately from the first waypoint to the last waypoint, but also
from its initial position in the terminal area to the first waypoint. Essen-
tially, a 4-D flight path must be generated from the current state of the air-
craft to the desired final state. The major difficulty in computing such a
flight path is the fact that the current state of the aircraft, which would
serve as the reference point for the computation, is continuously changing.
Thus, rather than consider the current position of the aircraft as the first
waypoint and contend with a nonstationary reference point, the segment from
the current aircraft position to the first waypoint is treated separately.
This part of the flight path is referred to as the capture flight path since
it represents the maneuvers required to capture the first waypoint.

Two important advantages are derived from separating the capture flight
path from the rest. First, the very complex and time-consuming computations
needed to generate the 4-D flight path from the first to the last waypoint are
performed usually once or, at most, a few times during the flight (the reasons
for computing the 4-D flight path more than once are discussed later). Thus,
valuable computer time is available for other guidance, control, and naviga-
tion functions. Secondly, since the capture flight path is relatively simple
and is generated rapidly, manual path stretching and time control maneuvers
can be performed by the pilot. Such maneuvers will be shown to be important
elements of the overall 4-D guidance scheme.

Assume that the aircraft is at an arbitrary point in the terminal area,
say point PA, with heading TA and airspeed VA (fig. 14). Furthermore,
assume that the 4-D flight path from waypoint 1 to waypoint NWP has already
been computed. Since the capability of capturing any one of the waypoints is
a very useful feature, the point to be captured is denoted by QB rather than
by Q1. Note that this convention in notation anticipates the likelihood that
the capture flight path, in general, will begin and end with a turn. Thus,
QB may be the endpoint of the turn associated with any one of the waypoints
(from now on, it is called the capture waypoint). The heading to be achieved
at the capture waypoint is simply the heading of the straight-line segment
following point QB, and is denoted by ic. Finally, the airspeed at the
capture waypoint is denoted by VB. Thus, the objective is to generate a 4-D
flight path that starts at PA with a heading YA and speed VA and ends at
point QB with heading TC and speed VB.

The capture flight path satisfying the above end conditions is generated
using the same basic logic used in previous sections. First, the ground track
is computed using a straight flight segment and circular turns; then the
altitude profile is determined and, finally, an appropriate speed profile is
generated.

Ground Track Computation

Since minimum flight time is generally a desirable property of a flight
path, the ground track is to have a minimum path length. The problem of
computing the minimum path length ground track for arbitrary end conditions is
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quite complex (ref. 9). It was shown in reference 9 that the most general

ground track of minimum length subject to a turning radius constraint consists

of either three alternating circular turns or two circular turns separated by

a straight-line flight. Rather than the complete algorithm developed in

reference 9, only a simplified version is used here, according to which ground

tracks with three alternating circular turns are ruled out. This simplifica-

tion has two significant advantages. First, the substantial computational

requirements to check for the existence of, and the actual determination of,

a three-turn minimum length flight path for arbitrary end conditions are

eliminated. It is shown in reference 9 that the regions of end conditions for

which the minimum length ground track consists of three consecutive opposite

turns are quite small and they usually occur when the two end points are very

close. Eliminating this type of ground track therefore reduces the computa-
tional complexity without significantly affecting the minimum length property.

The second advantage of not considering three-turn ground tracks is

related to pilot workload. When the 4-D flight path is to be flown completely
manually, the workload involved in tracking accurately a 4-D flight path con-

sisting of three consecutive, opposite turns appears to be excessive.

Thus the problem is reduced to finding a ground track that consists of a

turn, followed by a straight flight, followed by another turn, such that the

specified end conditions are met and the resulting ground track has minimum

path length among all such ground tracks. Such a ground track for two arbi-

trary end conditions (shown in fig. 14) is generated by the following itera-

tive procedure.

Iterative procedure- Let RA be the radius of the turn beginning at

point PA (assuming a turn at PA is required), RB the radius of the turn

ending at point QB (again assuming that a turn at QB is required), and
define TC' as

TC' = MOD((TC + T) (121)

Now initialize the iterative procedure by setting QAo = PA and j = i.

Step 1. With subroutine NEWPSI, generate the minimum path length ground

track starting at point QB with heading TC' and ending at point QAj_ 1

subject to the minimum turning radius RB. Under Problem Description and

Basic Approach, it was shown that such a ground track consists of a circular

turn of radius RB, followed by a straight-line segment to point QAj-1.

Denote the angular extent of the resulting turn by aYBj, the end point of the

turn by PBj, and the heading of the straight line by VBj.

Step 2. With subroutine NEWPSI, generate the minimum path-length ground

track starting at point PA with heading TA and ending at point PBj sub-
ject to the minimum turning radius RA. Again, such a ground track consists
of a circular turn of radius RA, followed by a straight-line segment to point

PBj. Denote the angular extent of the resulting turn by ATAj, the end point
of the turn by QAj, and the heading of the straight line by B j.
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Step 3. Define the quantity TEST by

TEST = J - IB - IB (122)

and let E be an arbitrarily small positive number. Then, if ITESTI ? e,
set j = j + 1 and repeat steps 1, 2, and 3; if ITESTI < e, the iterative
procedure is considered to have converged, yielding

AA = AYA-

QA = QAj

B = TB (123)

PB = PBj

ATYB = -AYBj

Results of the first few iterations are shown graphically in fjgure;:I5 for two
arbitrary end conditions. Extensive computational experience indicates that
the iterative procedure converges very quickly, usually after two or three
iterations.

Since at the time the iterative procedure is applied, the two end condi-
tions can be arbitrary, it is conceivable that the type of turn-straight-turn
ground track described above may not be feasible because of the close proxim-
ity of the end points. If this is the case, then at some stage of the itera-
tive procedure the minimum length turn-straight ground track from either point
QB to point QAj_ 1 or from point PA to point PB- is not feasible. If
this occurs, then an error message is generated by subroutine NEWPSI and
computation stops.

Altitude Profile

The altitude profile for the capture flight path is assumed to consist of
a single, constant flight-path-angle segment from the current aircraft alti-
tude t'o the desired altitude at the capture waypoint. Assuming that PA is
the current aircraft position and QB, the capture waypoint (fig. 14), the
flight-path angle GAMB is given by

GAMB ZPA - ZQB (124)
ADA + DB + ADB

where ZPA and ZQB are the z coordinates of points PA and QB, respectively;
ADA and ADB are the arclengths of turns A'A and ATB, respectively; and DB
is the length of the straight flight from point QA to point PB (fig. 14).
Note that equation (124) is the approximate expression for GAMB analogous to
equation (64), rather than the exact expression involving the tan-1 (.)
function. Before GAMB (as given by eq. (124)) is considered acceptable, it
must be checked to see whether it lies within the minimum and maximum
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admissible flight-path angles. If it lies outside the allowed range, then an
error message is generated and computation stops.

Finally, the z coordinates of points QA and PB are determined using
GAMB and some of the ground track parameters:

ZQA = ZPA - ADA. GAMB
(125)

ZPB = ZQA DB. GAMB I

Figure 16 shows the altitude profile corresponding to the ground track of
figure 14.

Speed Profile

For computational simplicity, the speed profile is assumed to consist of
at most four segments. The initial turn from point PA to QA is flown at
constant air speed VA; the second and third segments occur during the
straight-line flight, the second one being a constant speed segment at speed
VA and the third, a speed change segment from VA to VB at a constant rate.
Finally, the fourth segment is a turn at constant air speed VB. Such a typi-
cal speed profile is depicted in figure 17, which shows both the air speed and
ground speed profiles. The expression for the ground speeds at points QA and
PB, namely, VQA and VPB, are

VQA = VA + vw - cos(,B - iw)

(126)
VPB = VB + vw * cos(YB - w)

The distance SAB required to achieve the ground speed change from VQA to
VPB is

VPB 2 - VQA2

2 amin , if VPB 5 VQA
min

SAB = (127)
VPB 2 - VQA2

2 mx , otherwise
max

Clearly, a speed profile of the structure described above is feasible only if

SAB DB (128)

If equation (128) is not satisfied, then an error message is generated and
computation stops.

Finally, let T1, T2, T3, and T4 denote the time duration of each of the
four speed segments. T1 and T4, which correspond to the- two turns, are com-
puted by the use of subroutine TTTURN. Times T2 and T3 are given by
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T2 DB - SAB (129)
VQA

PB - VQA if VPB 5 VQA
mmin

T3 = (130)
VPB - VQA, otherwise

max

4-D Commands

The 4-D commands for the capture flight path can be assembled in a manner
similar to those for the flight path from the first to last waypoint described
under Four-Dimensional Guidance Commands. At most four constant guidance
vectors are needed, one for each of the speed segments described above. Let
the four guidance vectors be fk, k = 1, 2, 3, and 4. Letting k = 1 and
using the same logic as in equation (106), the nondegenerate vectors fk are
determined by the following sequence of operation:

Step 1 --If T1 _ e, set fk = [T, 0 SGN(A) , GAMB],

k = k + 1, and go to step 2;
otherwise, go to step 2.

Step 2 - If T2 > E, set fk = [T2, 0, 0, GAMB],
k = k + 1, and go to step 3;

otherwise, go to step 3.

Step 3 - If T3 -c, set fk =  3, VPB2 SA , 0, GAM (131)

k = k + 1i, and go to step 4;
otherwise, go to step 4.

Step 4- If T4 > e, set fk = [T4, 0, SGN(B) , GAMB],

k = k + 1, and go to step 5;
otherwise, go to step 5.

Step 5 - NCI = k - 1.

In (131), E is the same small positive number as in (106), and NCI is the
number of nondegenerate command intervals for the capture flight path.
Clearly, NCI < 4. If TCAP denotes the time duration of the capture flight
path, then TCAP is given by

NCI
TCAP = Atk (132)

k=1
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The reason for starting the indexing of the guidance vectors fk in the

previous section with k = 5 should now be obvious. Letting the first four

vectors in the sequence {fk) refer to the capture flight path (actually, there

are only NCI 5 4 nondegenerate vectors for the capture flight path) and the

remaining vectors fk, k = 5, 6, . . , MAXSEG + 4 refer to the flight path

from the first to the last waypoint, the entire 4-D flight path can be

characterized by the single sequence of guidance vectors (fk} ,

k = 1, 2, . . . , NCI, 5, 6, . . , MAXSEG + 4. This convention eliminates

long and cumbersome recomputations of the guidance vectors that would other-

wise be required during on-line use of the guidance system.

The computation of the capture flight path is implemented in the form of

a subroutine called TST whose programming details are described in the

appendix.

ON-LINE 4-D GUIDANCE

The two separate parts of the 4-D flight path can now be combined to yield

a continuous, on-line guidance scheme from an arbitrary initial aircraft

position, velocity, and heading to any desired final position, velocity, and

heading. Assume that the 4-D flight path from the first to the last waypoint,

as well as the 4-D capture flight path from the current aircraft position to

the capture waypoint, have been computed. Denote the index of the capture

waypoint by CWP, let TABS be the current value of absolute time and TOA

the absolute time of arrival to the last waypoint. Then, assuming that the

aircraft begins immediate tracking of the 4-D flight path generated from its

current state through the capture waypoint to the final waypoint, the expres-

sion for arrival time to the last waypoint is

TOA = TABS + TCAP + ENRTIMCWP  (133)

Equation (133) plays a crucial role in the precise time control of

aircraft. First, the arrival time to any specified point, such as the outer

marker or approach gate, can be predicted by the use of equation (133) long

before the actual arrival. Thus, if the flight paths of several aircraft

merge at a common point, the arrival time of each aircraft to the merge point

is accurately predicted by equation (133). Consequently, potential conflicts

can be detected early, long before last minute collision avoidance maneuvers

would be required. Secondly, not only can the possible arrival time be pre-

dicted by use of equation (133), but it can also be changed in a highly con-

trolled fashion. Once the aircraft is under 4-D control, a desired arrival

time can be achieved in three ways:

1. Change the initial state of the aircraft by performing arbitrary

path-stretching maneuvers and speed changes, thereby changing TCAP.

2. Generate a new speed profile along the 3-D flight path from the cap-

ture waypoint to the last waypoint, thereby changing -ENRTIMCWP.
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3. Select a different capture waypoint, that is, a new value for CWP,
thereby affecting both TCAP and ENRTIMCWp.

The first of these is the principle method of making gross changes in the
time of arrival. It is used primarily to delay arrival time since the 4-D
capture flight path is already very nearly the minimum time flight path from
the current aircraft position to the capture waypoint (unless the possibility
of increasing the speed is considered). Thus, the arrival time can be delayed
arbitrarily by appropriate path-stretching maneuvers. If the desired delay is
sufficiently long, then these maneuvers generally take the form of holding
patterns. By continuously recomputing the 4-D capture flight path from the
current updated aircraft state to the capture waypoint, the value of TCAP is
also updated. The attainable time of arrival from any point of the path
stretching or holding maneuver to the last waypoint is then found simply by
using the updated values of TABS and TCAP in equation (133). Assuming that
TCAP, and therefore TOA, change in a sufficiently continuous manner as the
aircraft performs the various maneuvers, any desired arrival time could be
achieved by initiating the tracking mode precisely at the instant TOA becomes
the desired time of arrival. (Although questions concerning the continuity of
TCAP have not been rigorously investigated, computational experience indi-
cates that TCAP is a sufficiently continuous function along the usual path-
stretching and holding maneuvers; for further discussion, see ref. 9.)

The second method of changing the arrival time is useful when minor
adjustments are desired. Recall that during the process of generating the
desired speed profile it was necessary to compute the two arrays TMINi, TMAXi,
i = 1, 2, . . . , NWP, which are the minimum and maximum feasible flight times
from waypoint i to the last waypoint along the 3-D flight path. Furthermore,
the actual flight time from each waypoint to the last one corresponding to the
desired speed profile is also available, and is denoted by ENRTIMi. Since
inequalities (104) hold for all i = 1, 2, . . . , NWP, it is clear that
ENRTIMCWp, and therefore TOA, could be increased or decreased by simply
recomputing a new speed profile from the capture waypoint to the last waypoint.
Denote the desired change in TOA by ATOA. Then the new desired time of
arrival can be achieved using this second method if and only if ATOA satis-
fies the inequalities:

TMINCW P - ENRTIMCWP 5 ATOA < TMAXCWP - ENRTIMCWP  (134)

If ATOA satisfies inequalities (134), then the new value of ENRTIMCWp is
set equal to ENRTIMCWp + ATOA and subroutine SPEED is called to generate
the new desired speed profile.

Note that the application of this method to change the arrival time
makes sense only if the aircraft is already tracking the capture flight path.
This is necessary so that the precise effect on TOA of changing ENRTIMCWP
can be predicted. Otherwise, it would be difficult to separate the effects on
TOA of changing ENRTIMCWP and changing TCAP.
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The third technique of changing TOA is to select an entirely new cap-

ture waypoint. This is perhaps the most general method of achieving a new

arrival time. Clearly, once a new capture waypoint is selected, the first

two methods are again applicable. The significance of the third technique

lies in the fact that, in most cases, arrival time to the last waypoint can

be advanced substantially by capturing waypoints that are closer and closer to

the last waypoint (closeness, in this case, is measured by distance along the

flight path). In fact, the absolute earliest possible arrival time could be

achieved by setting CWP = NWP, that is, selecting the last waypoint as the

capture waypoint. This follows from the near minimum time property of the

capture flight path.

At this point, it seems appropriate to describe briefly the sequence of

events that would occur as a result of using the 4-D guidance scheme presented

here. Assume that an aircraft has just entered the terminal area and is about

to be placed under 4-D control.- The first step is to specify-the necessary

input parameters so that the 4-D flight path from the first to the last way-

point can be generated. This can be achieved in several different ways. One

possibility is for the pilot to enter the input parameters into the 
onboard

computer, which would then generate the 4-D flight path - more precisely, the

4-D guidance vectors - from the first to the last waypoint. Since there is

no compelling reason to carry out this computation onboard the aircraft,

another possibility is to compute the 4-D flight path from the first to the

last waypoint in advance, perhaps even prior to takeoff, and store it in the

onboard computer. (Actually, several alternative 4-D flight paths may be gen-

erated and stored; in each case, however, the last waypoint is assumed to be

the outer marker or the approach gate or some other point along the final

approach.) Whichever method is used, it is assumed that the 4-D flight path

from the first to the last waypoint is available prior to engaging the online

guidance system.

The next step is to engage the online system, which immediately generates

the capture flight path from the current aircraft position to the first way-

point (assuming a feasible capture flight path exists). The two flight paths

are then combined to form a complete 4-D flight path from current aircraft

position to the last waypoint. Simultaneously, the would-be arrival time is

computed and displayed to the pilot. As the aircraft continues its flight in

the terminal area, the capture flight path and the projected arrival time are

continuously recomputed to reflect the current initial state of the aircraft.

At some point during the flight, Air Traffic Control specifies the desired

arrival time for the aircraft. The pilot then initiates one of the three

techniques described earlier to achieve the desired arrival time. When the

would-be arrival time displayed in the cockpit coincides with that requested

by ATC, he engages the tracking mode. Barring unforeseen circumstances, the

aircraft then follows the 4-D flight path and reaches the last waypoint pre-

cisely at the requested arrival time.

It is conceivable that, at some point during the tracking mode, the air-

craft may have to abandon the original arrival time, disengage the tracking

mode, and attempt to meet a new arrival time. This change may be due to

various reasons such as another aircraft given unshceduled priority to land,
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sudden change in weather over the airport, unforeseen runway congestion, col-
lision avoidance maneuver, etc. If the request is by ATC, then the pilot
would disengage the tracking mode, perform the necessary maneuvers to achieve
the new arrival time, and then re-engage the tracking mode. If the change is
due to a collision avoidance maneuver, then the tracking mode is again disen-
gaged (this time automatically). After the conflict has been resolved, a new
desired arrival time is specified and the pilot attempts to meet it using one
of the three techniques presented earlier.

The 4-D guidance system presented here has been implemented, along with
the necessary control law and executive functions, using the STOLAND avionics
hardware-software package (ref. 10) at Ames Research Center. The system has
undergone extensive testing in the STOLAND simulator, and it is currently
awaiting actual flight tests in the CV-340 aircraft. The system is described
further in reference 5.

AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

A simple example illustrates the ideas described here. The aircraft
under consideration is a STOL-type aircraft subject to the following perfor-
mance and operational constraints:

4max = 300, maximum bank angle

Ymax = 150, maximum flight-path angle

Ymin = -7.50, minimum flight-path angle
(135)

amax = 0.305 m/sec2 , maximum acceleration

amin = -0.305 m/sec 2 , minimum acceleration

Vs (O) = 45.72 m/sec, stall speed with 6 = 00 flaps

Further, it was assumed that during flight, when the aircraft is sufficiently
far away from the outer marker, the admissible air speed may lie anywhere
between 1.3Vs (0) and 1.7Vs (0), that is,

c = 1.3 , c = 1.7 (136)

The geometry of the 3-D flight path is defined by six waypoints whose
input parameters are (for this example, distances are in m, speeds in m/sec,
and times in sec):

i 1 2 3 4 5 6
INDEX. 1 0 0 0 1 1
XWPi 1 2286 7010 7010 -5182 -5334 -2438
YWPi  2438 2438 -2591 -2591 0 0
ZWP i  -988 -988 -988 -988 -549 -244
Ri  --- 1219 1219 --- 1295 ---
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The desired final heading and final speed of the aircraft at the last

waypoint are given by

lfinal = 00

(137)

Vfinal = 41.15 m/sec

Finally, it is assumed that, in this particular case, the magnitude of the

wind is negligible so that

v, = 0 m/sec (138)

The first step is to generate the 3-D flight path by computing the ground

track and then the altitude profile. This was accomplished using subroutine
THREED. The resulting ground track is shown in figure 18, and the altitude

profile is illustrated in figure 19.
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Figure 18.- Ground track for example problem.
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i 2 3 4 5 6

0 -900 1800 1800 0

GAMi  0 0 0 -6.00 -6.00

Di  3505 2591 10973 152 2896

XPi  5791 7010 -5182 -5334 -2438

YPi 2438 -1372 -2591 -2591 0

ZPi  -988 -988 -988 -972 -244

A ~i -900 -900 0 -1800 0

Ri 1219 1219 627 1295 299

ADi 1915 1915 0 4070 0

XQi 7010 5791 -5182 -5334 -2438

YQi 1219 -2591 -2591 0 0

ZQi -988 -988 -988 -549 -299

After the 3-D flight path is completely determined, the next step is to

compute the speed profile. This involves the computation of the admissible

speed ranges at the waypoints with subroutine VRANGE, the attainable minimum

and maximum flight times with subroutine TRANGE, and, finally, the computation

of the actual speed profile corresponding to a desired time of arrival. The

minimum and maximum admissible airspeeds at the waypoints are

i 1 2 3 4 5 6

VMIN i  59.4 59.4 59.4 59.1 58.5 41.1

VMAXi 77.7 77.7 77.7 59.1 58.5 41.1

The corresponding minimum and maximum flight times from each waypoint to the

last waypoint are

i 1 2 3 4 5 6

TMINi 406 336 278 130 58 0

TMAXi  483 392 316 130 58 0

At this point, a specific desired flight time must be selected from the

first waypoint to the last waypoint. Although any number in the range (TMIN1,
TMAX1 ) can be selected, it was decided to generate the minimum time flight
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path. Thus, the desired flight time from the first to last waypoint was

chosen to be TMIN 1, namely,

ENRTIM 1 = TMIN 1 = 406 sec (139)

Having thus specified ENRTIM 1, subroutine SPEED is called to generate the

speed profile (fig. 20). As expected, the speed profile coincides with the

maximum admissible speed at every point since the minimum flight time was

desired. The minimum admissible speed profile is also shown in figure 20 for

comparison.

The next step in the guidance algorithm is to assemble the various guid-
ance commands in chronological order and to form the 4-D guidance vectors.

This task is accomplished by subroutine SPEED, resulting in the following
chronological sequence of nondegenerate 4-D guidance vectors:

k Atk ak  Uk Yk

5 45.1 0 0 0

6 24.6 0 -1/1219 0

7 33.3 0 0 0

8 24.6 0 -1/1219 0

9 87.5 0 0 0

10 61.0 -.305 0 0

11 0.6 0 0 -6.0

12 2.0 -.305 0 -6.0

13 69.5 0 -1/1295 -6.0

14 0.9 0 0 -6.0

15 57.0 -.305 0 -6.0

The corresponding values of NCI i are

i 1 2 3 4 5 6

NCI i  5 7 9 11 14 16

The lead times Tp and Ty are also computed in subroutine SPEED. Since

the ground speed, and therefore the bank angle, may be different at the

beginning of a turn from that at the end of the turn, each turn requires the

computation of two lead times. For the specific example under consideration,
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however, the wind was assumed to be negligible, so the ground speed, and
therefore the bank angle, remain constant during a turn. Consequently, the
same lead time applies to both the beginning and end of a turn. The values of
the lead times for this example are

i 2 3 4 5 6

2.7 2.7 3.0 1.5 3.0

Tyi 0 0 4.5 0 3.2

This completes the computation of the 4-D flight path from the first to the
last waypoint.

In order to illustrate the computation of the 4-D capture flight path,
the following initial conditions are assumed for the aircraft:

XAC = -1524

YAC = 4572 aircraft position

ZAC = -610 (140)

'AC = 00 aircraft heading

VAC = 83.8 m/sec aircraft airspeed

Assuming that the first waypoint is the capture waypoint, that is, CWP = 1,
subroutine TST is called to generate the capture flight path. Using the
notation of figure 14, the 3-D parameters of the capture flight path are

XPA = -1524 YQA = 4352 ATB = 34.60

YPA = 4572 ZQA = -674 RB = 1067

ZPA = -610 GAMB = 4.90 ADB = 645

YA = 0 YB = -34.60 XQB = 2286
(141)

AMA = -34.60 DB = 3036 YQB = 2438

RA = 1241 XPB = 1680 ZQB = -988

ADA = 750 YPB = 2627

XQA = -819 ZPB = -933
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The speed profile along the capture flight path was then computed by TST,
and the 4-D guidance commands were assembled into the following nondegenerate

4-D guidance vectors:

k Atk ak uk Yk

1 8.9 0 -1/1241 4.90

2 17.0 0 0 4.90

3 20.0 -0.305 0 4.90

4 8.3 0 1/1067 4.90

Assuming that no lead time is introduced for the first turn of the capture

flight path, the lead times for the capture waypoint - in this case, the first

waypoint - were found to be T 1 = 3.0 sec and y = 4.8 sec.

CONCLUSIONS

This report presented the detailed theoretical development and computer

implementation of three main guidance algorithms for an experimental 4-D

guidance system. Using a small number of input parameters, the three

algorithms generate the ground track, altitude profile, and speed profile of

the 4-D reference flight path, respectively. At every stage of the computa-

tions, special care is exercised to assure that the final 4-D flight path is

feasible from the point of view of aircraft maneuverability and structural

limitations, terminal area operational constraints, and passenger comfort.

The flexibility of the algorithms is reflected in the various options that

can be provided to the pilot for purposes of controlling the time of arrival:

any combination of manual path stretching, speed profile recomputation, and
the arbitrary selection of the capture waypoint may be used to control the

arrival time of the aircraft. Furthermore, the method of representing the
4-D flight paths, namely, by sequences of guidance vectors, is particularly
well suited for automatic or manual tracking.

Ames Research Center
National Aeronatuics and Space Administration

Moffett Field, Calif., 94035, October 8, 1974
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APPENDIX

The Appendix describes the programming details of all routines used in

the computer implementation of the 4-D guidance system. These routines are:

Main executive routine: FOURD

Subroutines: THREED, ROUND, NEWPSI,
VRANGE, TRANGE, SPEED,
TTTURN, TRANS, and TST

External functions: PIMOD and SGN

For each program, a statement of the required function to be performed

is given, followed by a brief description of the computational method. All

input, output, and temporary variables are defined. A list of numerical con-

stants used in each program is also included. Finally, the subroutines called

by each program, as well as the name of the calling program, are listed.

In order to make the appendix a self-contained programming reference for

the 4-D guidance system, a flow chart and source listing for each program are

also included. Finally, the printed output of a typical computer run is

given.

FOURD

Required function:

FOURD is the main executive routine used to compute a complete 4-D

flight path.

Method:

Numerical values for the required input variables are read from punched
cards and are printed out for visual inspection. Constants and often-used
variables are defined and polar variables are converted from degrees to
radians. Then the subroutine THREED is called, which generates the 3-D flight
path between the first and last waypoints. Next the routine VRANGE is called
to compute the admissible speed ranges along the 3-D flight path; then TRANGE
is executed to determine the corresponding minimum and maximum feasible time
ranges from each waypoint to the last one (in order to enable the program to
be used on-line in an interactive manner, the index of the first waypoint to
be captured is defined as a variable and is denoted by CURWPT; given a set of
waypoints WPi, i = 1, 2, . . . , NWP and an integer value for CURWPT,
1 5 CURWPT 5 NWP, the program will generate a 4-D flight path from the way-
point whose index is CURWPT to the last one, i.e., whose index is NWP).
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At this point, a desired flight time, denoted in the program by
ENRTIMCURWPT, is required from the capture waypoint to the last waypoint.
This time can be any number in the range (TMINCURWPT, TMAXCURWPT). In the
present version of the program, TMINCURWPT was chosen arbitrarily. Calling
the subroutine SPEED generates the corresponding feasible speed profile.
Thus, the 4-D flight path is computed. Polar variables are converted from
radians to degrees and the flight-path parameters are printed out.

The remaining portion of FOURD (starting with internal statement number
9500) is used as an executive routine to generate the capture flight path
via subroutine TST. The input set needed for this part of the program con-
sists of the position, heading, and speed of the aircraft, as well as the
index of the waypoint to be captured (CURWPT). This input is read from
cards, printed out, and then subroutine TST is called. The parameters of
the resulting 4-D capture flight path are printed.

Input data:

MAXPHI maximum admissible bank angle, deg

MAXGAM maximum admissible flight-path angle, deg

MINGAM minimum admissible flight-path angle, deg

MAXACC maximum admissible acceleration (positive), ft/sec 2

2
MAXDEC maximum admissible deceleration (negative), ft/sec

PHIDOT maximum admissible roll rate, deg/sec

VSNF stall speed of aircraft with zero flaps, ft/sec

VSFF stall speed of aircraft with full flaps, ft/sec

CUPPER ratio of maximum admissible cruising airspeed in terminal
area to zero-flap stall speed (same as c in eqs.
(69) and (70))

CLOWER ratio of minimum admissible cruising speed in terminal area
to zero-flap stall speed (same as c in eqs. (69) and (70))

NWP number of waypoints used to define flight path

HFINAL desired heading at the last waypoint, deg

GFINAL desired flight-path angle at the last waypoint, deg

VFINAL desired airspeed at the last waypoint, ft/sec

HW estimated wind direction, deg

VW estimated wind magnitude, ft/sec
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INDEXi waypoint-type indicator; INDEX i = 0 " waypoint i is
ordinary waypoint; INDEXi = 1 waypoint i is final

heading waypoint

XWPi, YWPi, Cartesian coordinates of waypoint i, ft

ZWP i

Ri desired turning radius at waypoint i, ft; if Ri is

unspecified (i.e., Ri = 0.), then Ri is set equal to

the minimum feasible radius

Output data:

See the output from subroutines THREED, VRANGE, TRANGE, and SPEED.

Temporary variables:

CURWP1 index of waypoint following the capture waypoint (=CURWPT+1)

NWP1 =NWP+l

GTANFI "=G*TAN(MAXPHI)

L =CRCDCURWPT

Constants:

PI = 3.14159

TWOPI = 6.28319

G acceleration due to gravity, 32.172 ft/sec
2

RADDEG radians-degrees conversion factor, 57.2958 deg/rad

Subroutines required:

THREED generates 3-D flight-path parameters

VRANGE computes minimum and maximum feasible airspeeds at each

waypoint

TRANGE computes minimum and maximum attainable flight times from

each waypoint to the last waypoint

SPEED generates the sequence of 4-D command sequence

TST generates the 4-D capture flight path from initial aircraft

state to the capture waypoint
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TRANGE

CURWPT= I
CRCDCURWPT 5

ENRTIMcURWPT TMINCURWPT

LISTI,M LISTI ,
LIST2, / / LIST2,
LIST3 LIST3 SPEED

PI = 3.14159 i = CURWPI
TWOPI = 6.28319
G = 32.172
RADDEG = 57 2958 Hi = Hi * RADDEG

TURN i = TURN i * RADDEG+

GAM i = GAM i * RADDEG
CURWPI = CURWPT+1
NWPI NWP+I

HNWPI= HFINAL/RADDEG i < NWP
GAMNWPI = GFINAL/RADDEG i: NWP

HW HW/RADDEG
MAXGAM MAXGAM/RADDEG WRITE:
MINGAM= MINGAM/RADDEG LIST4, LIST5
MAXPHI= MAXPHI/RADDEG LIST6, LIST7

PHIDOT=PHIDOT/RADDEG

GTANFI= G *TAN (MAXPHI) k CRCDCURWPT
VUPPER = CUPPER *VSNF
VLOWER = CLOWER * VSNF

GAMREFk =GAMREFk * RADDEG

THREED k:MAXSEG k < MAXSEG

k> MAXSEG

VRANGE WRITE:
LIST8,
LIST9

* For variables contained in LISTI ... LIST13, see page following this flow diagram

• ALITy



Hi =Hi /RADDEG 
I

i i+ I TURNi TURNi /RADDEG

GAM = GAM/ RADDEG GAMREFk = GAMREFk RADDEG

i < NWP +
:NWP k:CAPSEG kk

i 7 NWP k CAPSEG

READ: WRITE:

LISTIO LISTI2,

WRITE: 
END

LISTIO

CURWPI = CURWPT +I
HAC=HAC/RADDEG

TST

HAC = HAC * RADDEG

TURNAC = TURNAC * RADDEG

HWP= HWP * RADDEG

TURNWP = TURNWP * RADDEG

GAMWP= GAMWP * RADDEG

DAC = O
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LISTl.,LIST2, . ,LIST13 contain the following variables:

LIST1: MAXPHI,MAXGAM,MINGAM,MAXACC,MAXDEC,PHIDOT,VSNF,VSFF,CUPPER,
CLOWER

LIST2: NWP,HFINAL,GFINAL,VFINAL,VW,HW

LIST3: INDEXi,XWPi,YWPi,ZWPi,Ri,i=CURWPT,CURWPT+, . . ,NWP

LIST4 Hi,GAMi,Di,XPi,YPi,ZPi,TURNi,Ri,DELDi,XQi,YQi,ZQi;
i=CURWPT+1,CURWPT+2, . . . ,NWP

LISTS: VMINi,VMAXi; i=CURWPT,CURWPT+l, . ,NWP

LIST6: TMINi,TMAXi; i=CURWPT,CURWPT+l, . ,NWP

LIST7: VAi, ENRTIMi,CRCDi; i=CURWPT,CURWPT+, . . ,NWP

LIST8: TIMREFk,TRNREFk,GAMREFk,ACCREFk; k=CRCDCURWPT,

CRCDCURWPT+l, . . . ,MAXSEG

LIST9: TLEADTi,TLEADSi,TLEADPi; i=CURWPT+1,CURWPT+2, . ,NWP

LIST10: XAC,YAC,ZAC,HAC,VAC,CURWPT

LIST11: HAC,GAMWP,DAC,XAC,YAC,ZAC,TURNAC,RAC,DELDAC,XQAC,YQAC,ZQAC,
HWP,GAMWP,DWP,XPWP,YPWP,ZPWP,TURNWP,RWP,DELDWP,XQWP,YQWP,

LIST12: TIMREFk,TRNREFk,GAMREFk,ACCREFk; k=1,2, . . . ,CAPSEG

LIST13: TLEADT1,TLEADS 1,TLEADP 1
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COMMON PleToOPIGRADUEGGTANFINWPIHFINALGFINALVFINALHWVwp
IMAXPHIMAXGAMMINGAMMAXACCPMAXUEC#PHIDOTVSNFoVSFFOVOPFER,
2VLO*ERCURWPTCURwPioNWPIFOIORUpTIXACOYACZACHACVACpMAXSEG,
3CAPSEG#OAC#IURNAC#RACPDELUAC#XQAC*YQACZGACHWP#GAM4P#DAP#XPWP,
4YPwP#ZPmP#TURNwP#RWPPDELDWPPXWWPPYQWPZG*PPINUEX(20)oXWF(20)#
5YNP(20)#ZwP(20)oR(20)#H(21),GAM(21),0(20)PXP(20)#YP(20)PZP(20)o
bTUPN(20)oDELD(20)#XU(20)#YG(20)#ZU(20)oVMJN(20),VMAX(20)PVA(20)o
7VP(20)PVG(20),DVW(21)OTMIN(20),TMAX(20)#ENI TIM(20)pCRCD(201,
bTlil(20)oTI12(20),TI22(20)tTI23(2O)pTttoTl2oT22,T23,TIMREF(80)o
9TRNREF(80)#GAMRLF(80),ACCREF(80)oTLEADT(20)#TLEADS(20)#TLEADP(20)
REAL MAXPHIMAXGAMMINGAMMAXACCMAXDEC
INTEGER CURWPT#CURWPICAPSEGCRLD
CUROPTUI
CRCOCCURNPT)ub
REAU(5,I) MAXPHIMAXGAMMINGAMMAXACCMAYDECPHIDOT,
IVSNF#VSFF#CUPPEk#CLOWER

I F0PMAT(6FI0,j/4Fj0,I)
READ(5pie) NWPHFINALGFINALVFINALHW1V1N

2 FQRMAT(110#5FI0,I)
READ(5,3) (INDEX(I)#XWP(I)#YWPCI)#ZWPCI),R(I),I=CURv4PTNWP)

3 FURMATC110,4FI0.1)
WRITE(6#4) MAXPHI#MAXGAMoMINGAM*MAXACCPMAXDEC#PHIOUT#
IVSNFVSFFCUPPERtCLOWER

4 FURMATC///2XIMAXPHI xtFb,1/2XIMAXGAM SIPF6.1/2WMINGAM X1,
IF6.1/2XPIMAXACC zl#Fb.1/2X#IMAXDEC x',Fbj/2Xf1PHI0oT z',Fbj/
22XoIVSNF xfFbol/2XiVSFF X',P6,I/2X,,CUPFEH alFb,1/2X,
31CLOWER 21,F6,I)
WRITE(6pS) NOPHFINAL#GFINAL#VFINAL#HwtVw

5 FORMAT(///2XINWP v1#I4*bX#1HFjNAL x1oF8*Iv5)(j1GFINAL x1rF6.1i
ISXIVFINAL =1#F8,1,5Xv1HN m1pF8,I,5X,1Vw X1,F8,I)

WRITE(bob)
6 FORMAT(///2XIINDEXCI)1,4Xp'XWP(1)1,4xtywP(1)1,4xlZwP(1)1,6Xo

I I R C I ) I / )
WRITE(6#3) (INDEX(I)#XWP(I)PY*P(I)#ZWPCI)#R(I)#I=CUkwPT#NWP)

Gx32, Ili!
RADUEGc57,2958
CURoPIaCURWPT+I
NwPICNWP+l
HAZHW/RADDEG
H(NAPI)ZHFINAL/RADOEG
GAM(NWPI)OGFINAL/RADDEG
MAXGAMxMAXGAM/PADDEG
MINGAMuMINGAM/RADDEG

OR'GMAI,op poo PAGE IS
QUALITy
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MAXPHIxMAXPHI/RADDEG
GTANFImG*TAN(MAXPHI)
PHIUOTzPHIDOT/RADDEG
VUPPERmCUPPER*VSNF

VLOwERmCL04ER*vbNF
CALL THREEDMOO)
CALL VRANGE
CALL 7RANGE
ENRTlm(CukoPT)9TMjN(CuRi4PT)

CALL SPEED
,00 It IMCURWPIoNWR

,H(j)8H(I)*RAUOEG
TUfiN(l)mTlJRN(j)*RADDF-G
GAM(l)mGAM(l)*RADOtG

WRllE(bp12)
12 FORMATC///BXIH(I)lt4XPIGAM(I)IvbxplD(I)IISXFIXP(I)1$5x#IYP(I,)'o.

ISXPIZP(l)lo3XPITUkN(I)IpbXoP(1)1,3X*IDELD(1)1,5x"XQ(1)1,5x,
21yQ(l)lpsxplzu(i)l1)
WRITE(6pl3) (MCI)pGAMCI')#Dtl),XP(I)PYPCI)oZP(I),TURN.(I)pR(I),

IDELU(I)PwU(I),YQ(I),ZQ(I),IZCUR NPI#NWP)

13 FORMAT(2Xp2FI0,2#10FlO.I)
WRITE(6,14),

14 FORMAT(///2XIVHIN(IltIOXfVMAXCI)I/)
WRITE(b,15) (VMjN(j)OVMAX(j)vj=CURWkTNWP)

iS FORMAT(3XF5,jI2XFSj)
4RITE(bolb)

16 FORMAT(///2xITMIN(I)IpIOX#ITMAX(1)1/)
WRITE(6pl7) (TMlN(l),TMAX(j)#jZCURWPf-ONwP)

17 FORMAT(2XOF6,jpItXvFbqI)
WRITE(6918)

18 FORMAT(///2XolvA(I)IOlOXotENRTIMCI)ItIOX#ICRCO(1)1/)

WRITL(6,19) (VA(I),ENRTIMCI),CRCD(r),IzC iRwPTNWP)

19 FURMAT(2XF5,IIOXF7,II5XO12)

LxCRCD(CUWwPT)
Do 21 KuLMAXSEG

21 GAMRLF(K)ZGAMRf-F(K)*RADDEG
ORITE(bo22)

22 FORMATC///9XPITIMREF(K)1,4XPITRNREF(K)IO,7xIGAMREF(K)'t5Xo

.11ACCREF(K)I/)
WRITE(bo23) (TIMREF(K),TRNREF(K),GAMREF(K),ACCREF(K)*K=LMAXSEG)

23 FORMAT(2XjQFl4@I)

wHITE(6#31)
31 FORMATC//IOXITLEADTCI)1,5XITLLADS(I)ISXITLEADP(I)i/)

WRITE(6j32) CTLEADT(I),TLEAUS(I)PTLEADP(I),IMCUkWPINWP)

32 FORMATUXo3FI4,1)

OjLjclNXL pmw

OF POOR
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DO 24 jvCURwPj#NwP
H(I)xH(I)/RADDEG
TURN(j)XTURN(j)/RADDtG

24 GAMG)mGAM(I)/kA0DEG
REAI)(5p2S) XACYACZACpHACpVACoCURWPT

25 FURMAT(SFIO,1,110)
WRITE(6p26)

26 FORMATC///7X#IXAC'#7XIYAClo7xolZACto7X#t 4ACI,7XIVACI,6XICUkWPTO

1/)
WRITE(6#25) XACPYACZACHACVACOCURAPT
CURoPlmCURWPT+l
HACXHAC/RADOEG
CALL TSTC&100)
HACxHAC*RADDEG
TuRNACsTURNAC*RADDEG
H*PZHWP*RADDEG
TURNwPxTURNwP*RADDEG
GAMAP=GAMAP*RADDEG
DACm0,
oRITE(bp?7)

27 FORMAT(///IiyIHI,7XIGAMIgXtDtt8XIXPlp8Xp#Yptp8X$IZFIObXp
I'TURNlp9XplRlpbX#IDLLDIPBX#'XG'PBXPIYGIPBXPIZW'/)
wRrTE(6,28) HACGAM 4PDACXACYACZACTURNACRACDELDACXQACYGAC,
IZGAC#HWPPGAMWPPDWP#XPwP#YPWPoZPOPPTURNWPRwPoUELDWP#XQWPYQoP$Zwwp

28 FORMAT(2X,12FI0.1)
00 29 XUICAPSEG

29 GAMREF(K)wGAmREF(K)*RADDEG
WRITE(boU)
wRITE(6#23) (TImREF(K)*TRNREF(K),GAM14EF(K),ACCREF(K)PK=IoCAPSEG)
WRITE(bp3l)
WRITE(6#32) TLEADT(I)PTLEADS(I)*TLEADR(l)

100 CUNTINUE

STOP
END

OP P P4004 , OR
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THREED

Required function:

Using waypoint input parameters and aircraft 
performance constraints,

THREED computes the 3-D flight-path parameters.

Method:"

Beginning with the last waypoint, the minimum turning 
radius is computed

and compared to the specified turning radius (if the radius is not specified,

it is set equal.to the minimum turning radius). If the specified radius is

smaller than the minimum feasible one, a diagnostic 
message is printed and

control is returned to the main executive routine FOURD.

Next, the type of waypoint under consideration is determined by 
checking

the value of INDEXi. For ordinary waypoints (INDEXi=0O), subroutine ROUND is

called; for final heading waypoints (INDEXi=l), NEWPSI is called. 
This step

yields the ground track between the waypoint 
under consideration and the

preceding one. Then an upper bound on the ground speed at the previous 
way-

point is computed, and the above process is repeated 
sequentially for all

but the capture waypoint.

When the complete ground track is known, the altitude 
at the end of the

turn associated with each.waypoint is set equal to the prespecified waypoint

altitude and the constant flight-path-angle segments between adjacent way-

points are determined. Each flight-path-angle segment is checked to assure

that the minimum and maximum flight-path-angle constraints 
are not violated.

If any one of the flight-path-angles is outside the admissible range, a

diagnostic message is printed and control is returned to FOURD.

Input data:

NWP number of waypoints used to define flight path

VFINAL desired airspeed at the last waypoint, ft/sec

VW estimated wind magnitude, ft/sec

INDEX i  waypoint type indicator (see input data for FOURD)

XWPi,YWPi Cartesian waypoint coordinates, ft

ZWP i

GTANFI =G*TAN(MAXPHI)

CURWPT index of capture waypoint
ORIGINAL PA@GE I

CURWP1 =CURWPT+l OF POOIR QtALIf
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MAXGAM maximum admissible flight-path angle, radian

MINGAM minimum admissible fligh-path angle, radian

MAXDEC maximum admissible deceleration (negative), ft/sec2

VUPPER maximum admissible cruising airspeed in terminal area, ft/sec

Output data:

Hi  heading of straight flight from point Qi-1 to point Pi,
radian

GAMi flight-path angle from point Qi-1 to point Qi, radian

Di length of straight flight from point Qi-1 to point Pi, ft

XPi,YPi, x,y,z-coordinates of beginning of turn at waypoint i, ft
ZPi

TURNi  angular extent of turn at waypoint i; TURNi > 0 
= right turn,

TURNi < 0 = left turn; radian

Ri turning radius at waypoint i, ft

DELDi arclength of TURN i, ft

XQi,YQi, x,y,z-coordinates of end of turn at waypoint i, ft

ZQi

Temporary variables:

VGMAX maximum possible ground speed at waypoint to be processed,
ft/sec

RMIN minimum admissible turning radius at waypoint to be processed,
ft

HI1 reverse of heading Hi+1 at final heading waypoints;
HI1=mod (Hi+1 +r), radian

HI reverse of heading Hi, radian

Constants:

GTANFI =G*TAN(MAXPHI)

PI =3.14159
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Subroutine required:

NEWPSI computes ground track between waypoints (i-1) and i when

waypoint i is a final heading type (i.e., INDEXi=1)

ROUND computes ground track between waypoints (i-1), i, and (i+l)

when waypoint i is an ordinary type (i.e., INDEXi=O)

Called by: FOURD
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RMIN VGMAX2/GTANFI

Ri RMN I = RMIN

I INDEX
RETURNI

XQi = XWPi XI = XWPi I
YQi = YPi YI = YWPi_-
HII =PIMOD(Hi+ I + PI) X2 = XWP i

XI =XQi Y2=YWP i

YI = YQi X3 = XP i + l
HI = HII Y3= YPi+i

RI = Ri  R2= Ri
X2 = XWPi_1
Y2 = YWPi_-

ROUND

NEWPSI

" , P, =XPi = XP2

YPi = YP2

TURN i = -TURNI XQ = XQ2

DELD i = DELDI YQi = YQ2

XPi = XQI TURNi = TURN2

YPi =YQI DELDi = DELD2

Hi = PIMOD (H2+ PI) Di+l = D3
Hi = H2

i CURWPI i > CURWPI
A ti:CURWP
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XQCURWPT 
= XWPCURWPT

YQCURWPT YWPCURWPT

ZQCURWPT = ZWPCURWPT

i= CURWPI

Di= ((X i -XQi )2*+(YPiYOi- )2 1/2

ZQ i = ZWPi
GAM i = (ZQi_-, - ZOi)/(Di + DELD i )

WRITE:

S+" Gommoi
i + GAMi outside

range
MINGAM GAMi 

< MAXGAM

Z P i = Z Q i- 1- Di * G A M i

RETURNI

i < NW NWP

RETURN

ii+

VGMAX C

< VUPPER +VW

VGMAX = (VGMAX
2 -2 X MAXDEC * ((XPi+I-XWP i )2 + (ypi+l-YWi,)2)1/2)1/2
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SuBROUTINE THREED(*)
COMMON PIpTNOPIG#RADUEG#GTANFI#N*PHFINALGFINALpVFINALHWVA,
IMAXPHIOMAXGAMoMINGAMMAXACCIMAXUECPPHIDOT#VSNFoVSFF#VUPPEm,

2VLOwERCURwPTCUR*PI#NWPIIRU#TloXACYACZACHACVACMAXSEG,
3CAPSEUUACTURNACRACDELDACoXQACYQACZr ACOHwPGAmwPDV'4PXPoP,

4YPWP#ZPoPoTURNWPRWPDELDWPXWWPPYGNPpZ( WPINOEX(20),Xwp(20)0

SYWP(20)PZWP(20)#R(20)oH(21)#GAM(21),D(20)#XP(20)oYP(20),ZP(20),
bTURN(20)FUELD(20),XG(20),YG(20),ZU(20),VMIN(20)fVMAX(20),VA(20),
7VP(20),vG(2o),DVw(213,TMIN(20)pTMAX(20)OFNRTIM(20),CRCD(20),
8TIII(20)#TI12(20)#TI22(20)oTI23(20),TIITl2tT22,T23,TIMREF(80)o
9TRNREF(60),GAMREF(80),ACCREF(bo),TLEADT(20),TLEADSt20),TLEADP(20)
REAL MAXPHIMAX(iAMMINGAMMAXACCOMAXDEC
INTEGER CURwPTvCUk4FloCAPSEGPLRCr)
IXN#P

VGMAX=VFINAL+vw
10 RMIN=vGMAX*VGMAX/GTANFI

IF(R(l).GT.O,) GO TO 20
R C I ) a R M I N
GO TO 30

20 lF(R(l),GEsRMjN) GO TO 30
wRITL(beel) JoRMIN

21 FORMAT(///2X#' (',I2,f) TOO SMALL# PMTN 1,FSI)
GO TO 100

30 IF(jNUEx(l),EQ,0) Go TO 40

XQ(I)xXwp(l)
YQ(I)xYwP(l)
HIJURIMOD(H(1+1)+Pj)
CALL NEWPSI(XQ(T),YG(I)*HltoR(l),XwP(T-1),YWP(I-I)tTURN(l),

I DELD(I),XP(I)oYP(I),HI,&100)
TURN(I)=-TURN(l)
H(l)XPIMUD(Hj+PI)
GO TO 50

40 CALL ROUND(AWP(J-1),YAP(I-1),XWP(I)IYWR(I)IXPCI+I),YP(1+1),Rtl)p
lxp(l)pYp(j)#Xtjfl)#YWCI),TURNCI)#,D-LDfl)#D(1+1)#H(I)o&100)

50 IF(I#LECURwPI) GU TO 60
lal-I
IF(V6MAXGEVUPPER+vw) GO TO 10
VGMAXxSQRT(VGMAX*VGMAXo2,*MAXDEC*SDRTC(XPCI+I)mXWP(I))**2+

1 (YP(1+1)-YOP(I))**2))
IF(VGMAXGE*VUPPER+Vw) VGMAX=VUPPER+VW
GO TO 10

60 XG(CURWFT)XXWP(CURWPT)
YQ(CuRwPT)mYwP(CURwFT)
ZU(CURWPT)=ZWP(CURWPT)
DO 70 IMCURNPINWP

ORIGINAL PA61; IS
'p POOR QUALIW
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ZO( I )ZWP( I)

IF CGAM( I) .LE MAXGiA(-Q.A.NDGAM( I) GE,MINGAM) GO TO 70
wRITE(6,61) 1

61 FOMAT(///2XvPGAMMA OUTSIDE RANJGE',1t0)

GO TO 100
70 ZP(I)zZQ(Ij1 )-tLfl')*GAMCI)

100 RETUkN 1
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ROUND

Required function:

This routine is used to compute the ground track parameters of a flight

path defined by three points in the following manner: the ground track

begins at one of the points with a straight line directed toward the second

point; near the second point, a circular turn of a given radius is made such

that the resulting new heading is directly toward the third point.

Method:

The headings of the straight lines from the first point to the second

point and from the second point to the third point are first computed. From

their relationship, the magnitude and direction of the required turn are

determined. It is then checked whether the three points are sufficiently

far apart so that the turn computed above is in fact feasible. If either

end point is too close to the middle point, a diagnostic message is printed

and control is returned to the calling program (in this case, THREED). If

the turn is feasible, then the arclength and the x,y-coordinates of the

beginning and end of the turn are computed.

Input data:

X1,Yl x,y-coordinates of first point, ft

X2,Y2 x,y-coordinates of second point, ft

X3,Y3 x,y-coordinates of third point, ft

R2 turning ra4ius at second point, ft

Output data:

H2 heading of straight line from first point to second point,

radian

H3 heading of straight line from second point to third point,
radian

TURN2 angular extent of turn near second point, radian

(note: ITURN21<)

D2 length of straight line from first point to point where

turn begins, ft

D3 length of straight line from end of turn to third point, ft

DELD2 arclength of TURN2, ft
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XP2,YP2 x,y-coordinates of beginning of turn, ft

XQ2,YQ2 x,y-coordinates of end of turn, ft

Temporary variables:

SIGN reflects direction of TURN2; SIGN=+1 

TURN2O0, SIGN=-1 TURN2<0

SIDE distance between beginning (end) of turn and second

point, ft

Constants:

PI =3.14159

TWOPI =6.28319

Subroutine required: None

Called by: THREED
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ROUND

PI = 3.14159

TWOPI = 6.28319

H2= ATAN2(Y2-YI, X2-XI)

H3 = ATAN2(Y3-Y2, X3 -X2)
SIGN = SGN (Y3-Y2)* COS(H2)-(X3-X2)*SIN(H2))

SIDE= R2*TAN(BS(TURN2)/2)IGN: O

H3: H2 H3:H2

H3<H2 H > H2

H3= H3+ TWOP H3= H3-TWOPI

TURN2= H3-H2

SIDE = R2 *TAN(ABS(TURN2)/2)

D2 =((X2-XI) 2 +(Y2-Y I ))1/2-SIDE

D2:0 WP's too

D.3: D3 <0

Q& .4 oz, DELD2 =R2*ABS(TURN2)

Qt'f ~XP2= X2-SIDE *COS(H2)IX3=/°3
YP2= Y2-SIDE SIN(H2)

XQ2 = Y2 +SIDE *COS(H3)
YQ2 = Y2+SIDE* SIN (H3)

RETURN
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1 U hL[02j, H ?, *)

T 0P I = , o 1 1 

fF(SII..,NLT,O.) GO TU1

IFfm3,LTIH2) ~H3w1.3vLJPI

1 (U ).U GO TO 3

to FOwAT(///?X,fvAYPUlNT3 TOO LUSt'//FO.1/0rU.1)
UO( TU b

I F ( U3 ,G E ,v,) G f TO L)
o.jTE(b,,1O) Ai,YS

iGO Tu 5

'x fJ 2: X2 l l) 1 E * COS( (?s

YC4=eICP.*'S N(H 3)

PT 'IT' AA
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NEWPSI

Required function:

This routine is used to compute the ground-track parameters of the

minimum length flight path between two given points; the flight path and

therefore the ground track is subject to a given initial heading and a

minimum turning radius constraint.

Method:

The desired ground track consists of a circular turn followed by a

straight-line segment. It is first determined whether the two points are

distinct. In the pathological case when the two points coincide, the turn

is set equal to zero and the intermediate computation is omitted. If the

two points are distinct, then the direction of the turn is determined by

noting whether the second point lies to the right or left of the directed

line that passes through the first point and has the given initial heading.

When the direction of the turn is known, its center is computed, and it is

checked whether the second point lies inside the resulting circle. If

the second point lies inside the circle, a diagnostic message is printed

and control is returned to the calling program. If the second point is

not inside the circle, then the three angles ANGLE1, ANGLE2, and ANGLE3

are computed and are used to determine the angular extent of the turn.

The last step is to compute the arclength, the straight-line heading

toward the second point, and the x,y-coordinates of the end of the turn.

Input data:

X1,Yl x,y-coordinates of the first point, ft

H1 initial heading at the first point, radian

R1 radius of turn at the first point, ft

X2,Y2 x,y-coordinates of the second point, ft

Output data:

TURN1 angular extent of turn, radian (-2r < TURN1 < 21)

DELD1 arclength, ft

XQ1,YQ1 x,y-coordinates of end of turn, ft

H2 heading of straight line, radian
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Temporary variables:

SINH1 =sin(H1)

COSHI =cos(HI)

DX =X2-Xl, ft

DY =Y2-YI, ft

TEMP =IDXI+IDYI, ft

XC,YC x,y-coordinates of the center of turn, ft

SIGN =+1 if TURN1O; =-l if TURN1<0

SIGNR1 =SIGN*R1, ft

D length of straight-line segment (or its square), ft

ANGLE1 heading of line from center of turn to first point, radian

ANGLE2 heading of line from center of turn to second point, radian

ANGLE3 =tan - ' (D/R1), radian

Constants:

HALFPI =1.5708

TWOPI =6.28319

Subroutines required: None

Called by: THREED and TST
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HALFPI =1.5708

TWOPI= 6.28319
SINHI= SIN(HI)
COSHI= COS(HI)
DX = X2 -XI
DY= Y2 -YI

D + DY = TURNI= 0O

>O

SIGN= SGN(DY * COSHI-DX * SINHI)

SIGNRI = SIGN * RI
XC = XI - SIGNRI * SINHI
YC = YI +SIGNRI * COSHI

D= (X2-XC) 2 +(Y2-YC) 2-RI 2

WRITE:
D<O /"WP's too

D:O i close"

XI, X2,Y,

DEO Y2

D = (D)1
/ 2

ANGLEI = PIMOD(HI-SIGN * HALFPI)

ANGLE2= ATAN2 (Y2-YC, X2-XC) RETUR

SIGN ?0 SIGN <0
SIGN: O

ANGLE2: ANGLE2:
ANGLEI ANGLl

ANGLE2 < ANGLE I ANGLE2> ANGLEI

ANGLE2 ANGLE2 +TWOPI ANGLE2 = ANGLE2 -TWOPI

A N G L E
3 

= A T A N ( D / R I)

TURNI = ANGLE2-ANGLEI-SIGN x ANGLE3

DELDI= R1 * ABS(TURNI)
H2z PIMOD (HI + TURNI)
XQI = XC + SIGNRI * SIN(H2) E

YQI = YC-SIGNRI * COS(H2)

ORIGINAL PAGE IS
90 OF POOR QUALITY



Su6HOUTINE NEwPSI(XIcYloHlpklXJY2,TURNI.,DtLDIXUIY()IpH20,*)

HALF'Piclb706
TwOPIzb,263lq
SjNHj SjN(Hj)

cospliccos(HI)
D y r y 2 Y I
0 x = x 2 y I
TLMP=AHS(UX)+A iS(0Y)

IF(TEMP.GT.0o) GO TU I

T U P N I x 0
60 TU !)

I $IGNZSGN(DY*COSHj-DX*$jNHJ)

$IGNklmSIGN*Rj
xCzXI-SIGNkj*SjNHj
YCCYI+SiGNPI*CO$Hl

Dzfx2-XC)*(x2-XC)+fY2-YC)*fY2-YL)-RI*RI

IFCUGEO,) GO TO 2
oRITL(b,10) Xlty2pYlvY2

10 POkMAT(///2xjIW4YP0jNTS TOU CLOSLI/2F20ol/2F20.1)
60 TO b

2 oasowl(o)
ANGLEj=PjMOL)(Hj-SjGN*HALFP1)

ANGLEZATAN2(Y2-YLx2-XC)
IF(SIGNLTOs) 60 TO 3
JP(AN6Lh2,LTAN6LEI) ANGLE?=ANGLE2+TNOPI

Go 10 a
3 Jl;(ANGLL2.GT.AN6LEI) ANGLE2=ANGLE2-TwOpl

4 ANGLESMATANO/Ril
TURNI=ANGLE2-ANGLLI-SIGN*AN(iLE3

b DEL0I=Rj*AB5(TUkNj)
H2rPIMOt)(Hl.+TURNj)
XQjZYC+5j6NRj*SjN(H2)

YUImYC-bIGNRI*CUS(H2)
RtTUWN

6 RETURN I

ENE)

OP Pooi Qr .4Ge
i41
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VRANGE

Required function:

This routine computes the minimum and maximum admissible airspeeds
at each specified waypoint.

Method:

First the wind component along the ground track at the beginning and

end of each turn is computed. Then, starting with the last waypoint and

proceeding sequentially backward, a minimum and maximum airspeed at the

previous waypoint are generated under the following assumptions: the

desired minimum and maximum cruising speeds (VLOWER and VUPPER) are main-

tained as long as possible, at the last waypoint the desired speed VFINAL

is achieved, and speed changes occur at the maximum rate.

Input data:

CURWP1 index of waypoint immediately following the capture way-
point (=CURWPT+1)

NWP index of last waypoint

NWPI =NWP+l

VW estimated wind magnitude, ft/sec

HW estimated wind direction, radian

Hi headings of straight-line segments in ground track, radian

(i=CURWPL,CURWP+1, . . . ,NWP1)

VFINAL desired airspeed at last waypoint, ft/sec

VLOWER desired minimum cruising speed, ft/sec

VUPPER desired maximum cruising speed, ft/sec

MAXDEC maximum admissible deceleration, ft/sec2 (negative)

Output data:

VMINi, minimum and maximum airspeeds at waypoint i,i=1,2, . . . ,NWP;

VMAXi ft/sec

DVWi  component of the wind in the direction-Hi , i=CURWPl,
CURWPl+l, . . . ,NWPl; ft/sec
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Temporary variables:

MAXV maximum airspeed at point Qi from which aircraft could 
decelerate

at a rate MAXDEC and achieve VMAXi+ I at point Pi+1, ft/sec

MINV maximum airspeed at point Qi from which aircraft could 
decelerate

at a rate MAXDEC and achieve VMINi+ at point Pi+1' ft/sec

Constants: None

Subroutines required: None

Called by: FOURD
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SUBROUTINE VRANGE
COMMON PIPTWOPIPGPRADDEG#GTANFI*NWPpHFINALo6FINALYFINALPHW#Vw,
IMAXPHIMAXGAMMINGAMMAXACCMAXDECPHIOUTVSNFVSFFpyuPPEk,
2VLOMER#CUk*PTfCURwPlpNwRipIlRUTIXACYAC#ZACHACVACMAXSEG@
3CAPSEGUACITURNACRACDELOACXGACYUACZQACoHWPGAMOPDwppxpwpo
4YPWPZPWPpTURNWPRWPDELOWPPXQWPYGWPZUWPINDEX(20),XWP(20),
5YNP(20)oZWP(20)#R(20)PH(21)#GAM(211PD(207pXP(20)PYP(20)#ZP(20)0
6TURN(20)#DELD(20)pXQ(20)PYQ(20)PZG(20)VVMIN(20),VMAX(20)pVA(20)p
7VP(20),VG(20),DVW(21),TMIN(20),7MAX(20),ENRTIM(20)oCRCD(20),
BTltl(20)oTI12(20),TI22(20)oTI23(20),TIITi2pT22OT23,TlmkEF(60),
9TRNREF(80)tGAMREF(80)pACCHEF(80)#TLEADT(?U)#TLEAOS(20)PTLEADP(20)
REAL MAXPHIpMAXGAMMlt4GAMMAXACCMAXDEC
INTEGER CUR*PTCURWPlCAP8EGCRCD

DO 20 ItCURAPlNoiPl
20 QVW(I)mV0*C0S(H(I)-H*)

I a NOP
VMIN(I)XVFINAL

VMAX(I)ZVFINAL

30 1 x I - I
IF(VMAX(I+j),GEVUPPEk) GO TO 40

MAXVGSQRT((VMAX(1+1)+OVW(1+1))**2-2,*MAXDEC*D(1+1))-I)ViN(I+I)
IF(MAXvGEVUPPER) GU TO 40

VMAX(I)zMAXV

GO TO 50
40 VMAX(I)zVUPPER
50 IF(VMIN(1+1),GEVLOwER) GO TO bO

MINV*SGRT((VMIN(1+1)+DvW(1+1))**2-2o*MAXUEC*D(I+I))-UVW(1+1)
IF(MINVGEVL0AER) GO TO 60

VMIN(I)aMINV

GU TO 70
60 VMIN(I)mVLOWER
70 IF(IGT*I) GO TO 30

RETURN
END

ORIGNkL PkG4ylf
OF POO# ALITY
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TRANGE

Required function:

The routine computes the minimum and maximum feasible flight times from

each waypoint to the last one.

Method:

The minimum and maximum flight times are computed by use of subroutine

TRANS. Starting with the last waypoint and proceeding sequentially back-

ward, RO is first set to zero. This implies the maximum feasible speed

profile; calling TRANS generates the corresponding minimum flight time

between adjacent waypoints. RO is then set to 1 and the process is repeated

for the maximum flight time between adjacent waypoints.

Input data:

CURWP1 index of waypoint immediately following the capture waypoint

NWP index of last waypoint

Also, all inputs required for subroutine TRANS.

Output data:

TMINi minimum feasible flight time from waypoint i (actually, from

point Qi) to last waypoint (to point QNWP)' sec

TMAXi  maximum feasible flight time from waypoint i (actually, from

point Qi) to last waypoint (to point QNWP), sec

Temporary variables:

RO (see input data for TRANS)

TI flight time from point Qi-i to point Qi corresponding to a

particular value of RO (TI is the output of TRANS), sec

Constants: None

Subroutines required: TRANS

Called by: FOURD
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TRANGE

i = NWP

TMIN i = O
TMAX i = 0

RO=O

TRANS

TMINi-I= TMINi+ T I

RO= I i=i-

TRANS

TMAXi-I = TMAX + TI

i:CURWP i > CURWPI

RETURN
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SUBROUTINE TRANGE

COmMON PI#TwOP1,GRADUEGGTANFINWPHFINALGFINALVFINALHWVW,
IMAXPHItMAXGAMs IINGAM#MAXACC#MAXUEC#PHIDOTVSNFVSFFVUPPEko

2VLOoERCUR4PTCURoPlpNWPII,90#TIOXAC,'YACiZACoHACiVACMAXSEG,
3CAPSEGoDACPTURNACRACDLLOACXUACOYQAC.ZOACHWPGAMwPD 4PXPWP,

4YPWPPZPAPPTURNWPoRWP#UELO#PXWWPYG NPZOwPINDEX(20)#XWF(20)0

SYv4P(20)#ZWP(20)tR(20)pH(21)oGAM(21)#D(20),XP(20)fyp(20)pZp(ao)p

bTURN(20)#UELD(20)vxw(20),YQ(20)pZQ(20)#VMIN(20)$VMAX(20)#VA(20),
7VP(20)PVG(20),DVW(21)OTMIN(eO),TMAX( 0)*ENRTIM(20)*CRCD(20)p

8TIlIC20)PT112(20),TI22(20)oTI23(20)$TJIOT12,T22OT230TIMREP(80)p
9TRNREF(80)tGAMREF(80)pACCREF(80)#TL-ADT(20),TLEADS(20)#TLEADP(20)

REAL MAXPHIMAXGAMMINGAMMAXACCMAXOEC
INTEGER CURwPTCURNPICAPSEG#CRCD

I MNAP
T M I N 1 0
T M A X 1 0 ,

10 RO=O,
CALL TRANS
TmIN(I-l)xTMIN(I)+TI
ROXI,

CALL TRANS

TMAX(Iol)aTMAXCI)+Tl

IF(ILE.CURoPI) RETURN

I r I. I
GO TU 10

END

0OP
Qtr
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SPEED

Required function:

The purpose of this routine is threefold. First, the value of RO that

yields the desired flight time from the capture waypoint to the last way-

point is determined. This is accomplished by an iterative process. Once

the proper RO is found, the 4-D reference commands are assembled in a

chronological sequence. Finally, the appropriate lead times are computed

to compensate for finite roll and pitch rates.

Method:

The iterative procedure to find RO starts with an initial value and

computes the corresponding flight time from the capture waypoint to the last

waypoint. If the resulting flight time differs from the desired value by

more than 1 sec (arbitrary), then RO is updated and the flight-time compu-

tation is repeated.

After the correct value of RO is found, the 4-D reference commands

are assembled between each pair of adjacent waypoints, starting with the

capture waypoint and proceeding to the last waypoint. This operation

results in four arrays that contain the sequences of piecewise constant

4-D guidance commands for the entire flight path. Note that any command

whose time duration is less than 0.1 sec was omitted from the final

sequence.

The last block of computations for each waypoint involves the deter-

mination of the appropriate lead times for finite roll and pitch rate

compensation. Since the lead time for roll-rate compensation depends on

ground speed, and since the ground speeds at the beginning and end of a

turn are generally different, two lead times are computed for each turn -

one applies to the roll into the turn, the other, to the roll out of the

turn.

Input data:

CURWPT index of capture waypoint

CURWP1 =CURWPT+l

NWP index of last waypoint

TMINRWPT minimum feasible flight time from the capture waypoint to

the last waypoint, sec

TMAXCURWPT maximum feasible flight time from the capture waypoint to

the last waypoint, sec
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ENRTIMC desired flight time from the capture waypoint to the last
URWPT waypoint, sec (TMINCURWPT ENRTIMCURWPT TMAXCURWPT)

CRCDCURPT index of the reference command applied at the capture way-

point; this variable initializes a pointer for the

sequence of 4-D reference commands

MAXACC(MAXDEC) maximum admissible acceleration (deceleration), ft/sec
2

Ri  turning radius at waypoint i, ft

TURN i  direction and extent of turn at waypoint i, radian

GAM i  flight-path angle from point Qi- 1 to point Qi, radian

VPi(VQi) ground speed at beginning (end) of the turn at waypoint i,

ft/sec

PHIDOT maximum admissible roll rate, radian/sec

VANW P  desired airspeed at last waypoint, ft/sec (same as

VFINAL)

DVWNWPI (see output data of subroutine VRANGE)

Also, all other inputs required for the subroutine TRANS.

Output data:

ENRTIMi flight time from waypoint i (from point Qi) to the last

waypoint, sec

VQNWp ground speed at last waypoint, ft/sec

ACCREF constant value of the reference rate of change of air-
k speed during the kth command interval, ft/sec2

TRNREFk constant value of the signed reference turning radius

(or its inverse) during the kth command interval, ft

GAMREFk constant value of the reference flight-path angle during

the kth command interval, radian

TIMREFk time duration of the kth command interval, sec

TLEADT i  lead-time compensation for finite roll rate prior to

rolling into the turn at waypoint i, sec

TLEADSi  lead-time compensation for finite roll rate prior to

rolling out of the turn at waypoint i, sec
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TLEADP i  lead-time compensation for finite pitch rate prior to

changing flight-path angle from GAMi to GAMi+1 at

waypoint i (actually at point Qi), sec

CRCD i  index of the reference command applied at waypoint i

(actually at point Qi)

MAXSEG total number of nondegenerate guidance commands needed

to generate the complete 4-D flight path

Temporary variables:

RO (see input data for TRANS)

TRO flight time from the capture waypoint to the last way-

point corresponding to any given value of RO, sec

TI1,TI12, time duration of the four guidance intervals from point

TI22,TI23, Qi-, to point Qi corresponding to any given value of

RO, sec

ERROR difference between desired flight time from the capture

waypoint to the last waypoint and that corresponding

to any given value of RO, sec

Constants:

G acceleration due to gravity, 32.172 ft/sec
2

Subroutines required: TRANS

Called by: FOURD
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SPEED

RO=.5
i CURWPT

TMAXi- <
TMINi

R O (E N R T IM i- T M IN i)/ (T M A X i -TM IN I)

iR CURWPI
TRO- O

TRANS

TRO = TRO + TI

TIlli = TII

i=i+ I TII2i=T12

TI22 i = T22

TI23i
= T23

ENRTIM i = ENRTIMi_- -TI

i < NWP i
i:NWP

' roF ERROR = ENRTIMCURWPT-TRO

IERRORI

RO= RO +ERROR/(TMAXCURWPT-TMINCURWPT)

IRO-.51

RO= (I+SGN(RO-.5))/2

>.5
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k= CRCDCURWPT l.I
AVQNWP =VANWP + DVWNWPI

i= CURWPI

ACCREFk = O
TRNREF

k = O
GAMREFk = GAM i
TIMREFk = TII li
k=k+l

TI 12

ACCREFk=MAXDEC

i -i+l

i<NWP Vi VA;-, i:VAi-1

i: NWP FACCREFk= MAXACC

MAXSEG= k-1

TRNREFk 0=
GAMREFk = GAMi

RETURN TIMREFk =TI2i
k=k+l

CRCD) = k
TI22i

TLEADP i = ABS(GAMi+l -GAM i ) VQi/4.5

TLEADSi = ATAN ( VQ2/(G Ri))/(2 PHIDOT)

TLEADTi = ATAN (VP
2 /(G* R i)) 

/(2 PHIDOT) ACCREFk = O
TRNREF

k = O
R GAMREFk = GAM i

TIMREFk = TI22ik=k+l 
k=k+1

TIMREF k = TI23i 
"

GAMREFk = GAMi

TRNREFk = SGN (TURNi) Ri < .I
ACCREF k = 0

ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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SuBROUTINE SPEED
COMMON PIPTWOPIpG,144OUE6,GT4NFIN*PHFINALGFINALVFINALHWFVWP
IMAXPHI#MAXGAHOMINGAM#MAXACC#MAXOECpFHIDOTVSNFVSFFVURREN,
2VLOmERoCURwPT#CURWPINWPIpIpRUpTIoXACVACZACOHACVACtMAXSEG,
3CAPSEGpDACTURNACpR4CDLLDACXGACpYUACZOACHWPPGAMwPUoPXPwP,
4YPWPPZPWPPTURNWPkwPPDELDOPXGINPYGWPPZGWFIINUEX(20)oxwp(20)0
SYOP(20)#ZWP(20)#R(20)AH(21)PGAM(21)fD(20)#WP(20)#YP(20)oZP(20)o
6TURN(20)oDELD(20)oXQ(20)#YG(20)pZU(20),VMIN(20)pVMAX(20)#VA(20),
7VP(20),VQ(20),DVW(21),TmrN(20),TMAX(20),ENRTIM(20),CRCD(20),
bTlil(?O)PT112(20),TI22(20)pT123(20)oTtiOT12IT22oT23,TIMREF(60)o
9TRNREF(80),GAMREF(80),ACCREF(80),TLEADT(20),TLEADS(20)oTLLADP(20)
REAL MAXPHIMAXGAMmrNGAMMAXACCMAXDEC
INTEGER CuRwPT#CURWPI#CAPSEGPCRCD
ROXOS
IF(TMAW(CURiNPT)-TMIN(CURWPT),GTlo)

IRO=(ENRTIM(CURwPT).TMIN(CUROPT))/(TMAx(Ct)RWPT)-TMIN(CURWPT))
10 IXCURWPI

TROr0 ,
20 CALL TRANS

TROxTRO+Tl
TIll(j)QTjj
TI12(1)=TI2
T122(1)MT22
T123(1)xT23
ENRTIm(I)zENRTIM(I-l)-TI
IF(lGENwP) GO TO 30

Ivl+l
GO TO 20

30 ERROR=ENRTIM(CURWFT)-TRU
IF(ABSCERROR).0,10 GO TO 40

RO=RU+ERROR/CTMAX(CURWPT)-TMIN(CURWPT))
lF(48S(RO-0.5).GT,0,5) RUz(l,+SGN(R0w0.5))/2.
GO TU 10

40 K=CkCU(CURWPT)
VU(NWP)aVA(NWP)+DVW(NWPI)
00 90 IaCUR NPjpNWP

IF(TIll(I),LT,0,1) GO TO 50
ACCREF(K)CO,
TRNREF(K)XO.
GAMREF(K)aGAM(I)
TIMREF(K)OTIJI(l)
KxK+i

so IF(Tj12(I).LT,0,j) GO TO 60
ACCREF(K)aMAXDEC
IF(VA(l),GTVA(I-1)) ACCREF(K)xmAxACC

NQ
op

4c Q0 Q, ,
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GAMk.*P(K)zG~m( I)

TIRNRF CK 3 0,
GAMFF(K)GAMCI)

70 1F(T12S(l).LT,1) GIU TO 8U

ALCRE(uRNO
TkEN(KZG (TR~ ))k)

( AMREF(KGAAl
Tlmv OF f)=QU23(j

K--K105



TTTURN

Required function:

Given the parameters of a circular turn (i.e., initial and final headings

and turning radius), the magnitude and direction of the estimated wind, and a

desired constant airspeed during the turn, this routine computes the time

required to complete the turn.

Method:

The time spent during the turn is given by expression (87). Since the

tan -' (*) functions in (87) are one-to-many, additional logic must be incor-

porated to arrive at the correct result. The final values of BETA2 and BETAl

represent the first and second tan- ' (*) functions on the right side of equa-

tion (87), respectively.

Input data:

HSTART initial heading at beginning of the turn, radian

TRN direction and angular extent of the turn, radian

RTRN radius of the turn, ft

VWIND magnitude of wind, ft/sec

HWIND direction of wind, radian

VAIR desired constant airspeed during turn, ft/sec

Output data:

TRNTIM time spent during the turn, sec

Temporary variables:

C1 ground speed corresponding to the given airspeed and wind

when the aircraft heading is parallel to the wind head-
ing, ft/sec

C2 ground speed corresponding to the given airspeed and wind
when the aircraft heading is perpendicular to the wind
heading, ft/sec

ALPHAI difference between initial heading and wind direction, radian

ALPHA2 =ALPHAI+TRN, radian
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BETA1 value of the second tan
- ' (') function in equation (87), radian

BETA2 value of the first tan
- ' (') function in equation (87), radian

Constants:

PI =3.14159

TWOPI =6.28319

Subroutines required: None

Called by: TRANS,TST
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TTTURN

PI= 3.14159
TWOPI=6.28319
CI=VAIR +VWIND

C2 = (VAIR 2 +VWIND
2 )1/2

ALPHAI= HSTART-HWIND

IALPHAll

SALPHAI = ALPHAI-SGN(ALPHAI TWOPI

BETAI =ALPHAI/2

PI/2- >.0001
IBETAI I

BETAI ATAN(C2TAN(BETA7

ALPHA2= ALPHAI+TRN
BETA2=ALPHA2/2

IALPHA21

BETA2 =BETA2-SGN(ALPHA2)PI

PpOc0 AG 71/2 0.0001
Is IBETA21

BETA2 = ATAN(C2TAN(BET

>PI

BETA2 = BETA2+SGN(ALP

TRNTIM= 2 RTRN N SGN(TRN) *(BETA2-BETAI)/C2

RETURN
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SUBR~OUTINE TTTURN(HSTART,T #TNV14NWNrVIPPTM

T740PI=b.28319
C1:VAIR4VwIND
C 2 Q RT (V AI P* yA I P+'V iI ND * VA~I rD)

AL PMAj1:H ST A R I- H' Nf.

IPr(A8$fALPHA1),i T.PI) ALPHA1=ALAISN(ALPH1)*TwQPI
6ETAI=ALPrHAI/2.
TFfP I /2.wA85fdtTA I) ,GT,0,0001 ) bETIA I=AT AN (Cdc*TAN(E T AI) /C I)

ALPHA2=ALPHA 1TR

FETA?:ALPHA2/2,
IF(AE8S(ALPHA2)*,T*P1) 8TA2=HETA2-5GN(ALPhA2) *PI

I~fPI/?.-ABSfl3ETA2) ,GT,0,0001) tETA2=ATAN(CC*TAN~bFTA2)/C1)

IFCA86(ALP'MA2) GT,PI) 8TA2:BF.4TA?+4SuN(ALPHAd)*Pj

SR NT J rv,: * R I PN * S CN CT RN )* CbE A - E TAI1) / C

END
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TRANS

Required function:

Given a value of i,25iSNWP, certain parameters of the 3-D flight path
between waypoints (i-l) and i, the minimum and maximum airspeeds VMIN. 1

VMINi.,VMAX i_,VMAXi, and a specific value of RO, this routine computes the

transfer time from point Qi-1 to point Qi.

Method:

First the airspeeds at waypoints i-1 and i are computed using the
minimum and maximum admissible airspeeds and the speed level parameter RO.
Then the corresponding ground speeds at the beginning and end of the straight
flight segment are determined. Next, the parameter RO is used to determine
the point in the straight flight segment at which the necessary speed change
should begin. Once the lengths of the constant speed and constant speed-
change segments are known, the corresponding time durations are calculated.
In order to determine the flight time during the turn, subroutine TTTURN is
called.

Input data:

i waypoint number indicating the second of a pair of
adjacent waypoints between which the transfer time
is to be computed, 2<i<NWP

VMIN. (VMAXi ) minimum (maximum) admissible airspeed at waypoint i-l,
ft/sec

VMINi,VMAX i  minimum (maximum) admissible airspeed at waypoint i,
ft/sec

RO fraction indicating speed profile deviation from maxi-
mum admissible speed profile, 05RO51

DVW. component of wind along the heading H., ft/sec

MAXACC(MAXDEC) maximum admissible acceleration (deceleration), ft/sec 2

D length of straight-line segment from point Qi- to
point P., ft

H. heading of straight-line segment from point Qi-1 to
point P., radian

TURN i  direction and magnitude of turn at waypoint i, radian
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R. radius of turn at waypoint i, radian

VW wind magnitude, ft/sec

HW wind direction, radian

Output data:

VA. ,VA. airspeeds at waypoints i-i and i, ft/sec
1-1 1

VQi_,VPi  ground speeds at points Qi- 1 and Pi, ft/sec

T11 durations of straight flight flown at constant ground speed
VQi,l' sec

T12 duration of straight flight during which speed is changed
from VQi_ to VPi , sec

T22 duration of straight flight flown at constant ground speed
VP., sec

1

T23 duration of curved flight flown at constant airspeed VA.,
sec

TI duration of flight from point Qi-1 to point Qi', sec

Temporary variables:

A12 rate of change of speed occurring in straight flight, ft/sec
2

S12 distance required to change speed from VQi_1 to VP. at a
rate given by A12, ft

S22 length of straight flight flown at constant ground speed
VP., ft

Constants: None,\- .

Subroutines required~' TTTURN

Called by: TRANGE and SPEED
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TRANS

VAi- I = VMAXii-RO*(VMAXi - VMINi- I )
VA i = VMAX i -RO*(VMAXi-VMIN i )

VQ_ I = VAi-I + DVW i

VPI =VAi + DVWi
AI12 = MAXDEC

VPi > VQ I-I
VPi:VQi-I

A12=MAXACC

S12 =(VP -VQ 2 )/(2* A12)

S22 =ROX (Di-S12)
TII = (Di-S1 2 -S22)/VQ i I

T12= (VPi -VQi-I)/AI2
T22 = S22/VP i

HSTART= Hi

TRN = TURN i

RTRN = Ri

VWIND= VW

HWIND = HW
VAIR = VAi

TTTURN

T23 =TRNTIM

TI = TII+ T12+T22+T23

RETURN
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SURkOUTINE TRANS

CUMPION PITwOPIGPADUEG*GTANFIpNwPpHFIr4ALPGFINALVFINALPHWV.N.0

1',LiAXPHIMAXGAMHLNGAHMAAALCMAXOECPHIDOTV$NFvS PVuPPIER,

2VLOAERCURWPTCURAPINWPIIw0,TTXACYACZACHACpVACHAXSEG,
3CAPbEGL)ACoTURNACRACDLLUACXQAC , Y(jACLQACHwPGAMOiPff".APXPWP,

9TRNREF(60),GA'ikEF(80),ACCREF(60),TLtAr)T(20),TLkADS(20)PTLLAL)P(2Q)
REAL MAXPHIMAXGAI-IHIIqC AMMAXACLMAXI')Fr
INTEGEW CUPAPTCURWPlCAPSEGCRLO

VA(!)=Vr-iAX(j)-Ro*(VMAX(j)-VMIN(l))

VPCI)=VA(I)+Dvq(l)
Aj2=MAXDljC

lF(VP(l)*GTVQ(I-j)) 412=MAXACC

-CALL IT r(JkN(,,4(j ) TiP(N( I) ok(l) Vw,HWVA( I), T,21)

Tl=Tll+Tl2+T?2+1?3
Pt TuPiq

oaGNkL PAGF, IS

PCOF, QTJkLITY
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TST

Required function:

This routine is used to generate a 4-D capture flight path from the

current aircraft state to one of the waypoints (capture waypoint) on the pre-

computed flight path.

Method:

The capture flight path is computed in several distinct stages. After

proper initialization, subroutine NEWPSI is used in an iterative fashion to

generate the ground track. If at any stage of the iterative process the

ground track is not feasible (because the aircraft is located too near the

capture waypoint), a diagnostic message is printed and control is returned to

the calling program.

After the ground-track parameters have been computed, the constant flight-
path angle is determined. If this angle falls outside the permissible range,
a diagnostic message is printed and control is returned to the calling

program.

Next it is checked whether the ground track (its straight segment) is

long enough to allow the required speed change. If not, a diagnostic message

is printed and control is returned to the calling program.

The last stage of the process generates the sequence of 4-D reference
commands for the capture flight path and the lead times associated with the

capture waypoint. This stage is analogous to the last stage of subroutine
SPEED.

Input data:

XAC,YAC,ZAC x,y,z-coordinates of aircraft position, ft

HAC aircraft heading, radian

VAC airspeed of aircraft, ft/sec

CURWPT index of the capture waypoint, 15CURWPT5NWP

VW wind magnitude, ft/sec

HW wind direction, radian

XQCURWPT x,y,z-coordinates of capture waypoint (actually of the

YQCURWPT end of the turn associated with the capture way-

ZQCURWPT point), ft
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VACURWPT airspeed at capture waypoint, ft/sec

ICURWPI heading of straight-flight segment immediately fol-
lowing the capture waypoint, radian

MINGAM(MAXGAM) minimum (maximum) admissible flight-path angle, radian

DVWCURWP1 wind component along the heading HCURWPI, ft/sec

MAXACC(MAXDEC) maximum admissible acceleration (deceleration),
ft/sec2

PHIDOT maximum admissible roll rate, radian/sec

VQCURWPT ground speed at the end of the turn associated with the

capture waypoint, ft/sec

GAMCURWP1 flight-path angle immediately following the capture
waypoint, radian

Output data:

TURNAC direction and magnitude of first turn in the capture

flight path, radian

RAC turning radius of first turn in capture flight path, ft

DELDAC arclength of TURNAC, ft

XQAC,YQAC,ZQAC x,y,z-coordinates of end of first turn in capture

flight path, ft

VQAC ground speed at end of first turn in capture flight
path, ft/sec

HWP heading of straight segment in capture flight path,
radian

GAMWP constant flight-path angle of the capture flight path,
radian

DWP length of straight segment in capture flight path, ft

XPWP,YPWP,ZPWP x,y,z-coordinates of beginning of second turn in

capture flight path, ft

TURNWP direction and magnitude of second turn in capture
flight path, radian

RWP turning radius of second turn in capture flight path,
ft
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DELDWP arclength of TURNWP, ft

XQWP,YQWP,ZQWP x,y,z-coordinates of end of second turn in capture
flight path (same as XQCURWPTYQCURWPTZQCURWPT), ft

VPWP ground speed at beginning of second turn in capture
flight path, ft/sec

ACCREFk constant value of the reference rate of change of
airspeed during the kth command interval, ft/sec2

TRNREFk constant value of the signed reference turning radius
(or its inverse) during the kth command interval, ft

GAMREFk constant value of reference flight-path angle during
the kth command interval, radian

TIMREFk time duration of the kth command interval, sec

TLEADT 1  lead-time compensation for finite roll rate prior to
rolling into the turn at the capture waypoint, sec

TLEADS 1  lead-time compensation for finite roll rate prior to
rolling out of the turn at the capture waypoint, sec

TLEADP 1  lead-time compensation for finite pitch rate prior to
changing flight-path angle from GAMWP to GAMCURWP1
at the capture waypoint, sec

CAPSEG total number of nondegenerate guidance commands needed
to generate the 4-D capture flight path, 1CAPSEG54

Temporary variables:

VWP airspeed of capture waypoint, ft/sec

HH2 reverse of heading HCURWP1, radian

HH1 heading of straight line generated by NEWPSI the first
time it is called in the iterative process, radian

TEST variable that measures the convergence of the iterative
process generating the ground track of the capture
flight path, radian

DUMMY wind component along the heading HWP, ft/sec

A12 rate of change of speed occurring in the straight-
flight segment of the capture flight path, ft/sec 2
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S12 distance required to change speed from VQAC to VPWP at
a rate given by A12, ft

TA time duration of any one of the command intervals in
capture flight path, sec

Constants:

PI =3.14159

G acceleration due to gravity, 32.172 ft/sec 2

GTANFI =G*TAN(MAXPHI)

Subroutines required: NEWPSI and TTTURN

Called by: FOURD
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TST

RAC= (VAC +VW) 2 /GTANFI

XQAC = XAC
YQAC=YAC

VWP= VACURWPT

XQWP = XQCURWPT
YQWP= YQCURWPT

ZQWP= ZQCURWPT RETURNI
RWP =(VWP+VW)

2 /GTANFI

HH2= PIMOD(HCURWPI + PI)

WRITE:

"GAMMA
XI = XQWP outside
YI YQWP range"

HI = HH2
RI 'RWP MINGAM SGAMWP < MAXGAM

X2 = XQAC

Y2 = YQAC GAMWP A

N GAMWP = (ZAC-ZQWP)/(DELDAC +DWP + DELDWP)
NEWPSI DWP = ((XPWP- XQ AC) +(YPWP-YQAC)2)11 2

TURNWP = -TURNWP

TURNWP= TURNI

DELDWP= DELDI > 0.02
TEST

XPWP= XQI
YPWP= YQI

HHI=H2

XI =XAC TEST- ABS(PI-ABS(HWP-HHI))

YI=YAC

HI= HAC

RI= RAC

X2= XPWP HWP= H2

Y2=YPWP YQAC= YQI

XQAC = XQI

DELDAC DELDI

TURNAC= TURNI
NEWPSI

ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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DUMMY : VW *COS(HWP-HW)

VQAC= VAC + DUMMY
VPWP = VWP+DUMMY

VQWP= VWP+DVWCURWPI
A12 = MAXDEC

VPWP: VPWP>VQAC

VQAC
A12 MAXACC

sl2= (VPWP2-VQAC2) /(2 A12)

< S12 >DWP

S12: DWP

1WRITE:

ZQAC= ZAC-DELDACGAMWP I /too large"
ZPWP= ZQAC-DWP * GAMWP

HSTART = HAC
TRN = TURNAC

RTRN =RAC

VWIND = VW

HWIND = HW

VAIR = VAC

TTTURN

TA=TRNTIM

ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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ACCREFk 0
TRNREFk SGNITURNAC)*RAC

B TA GAMREFk GAMWP
TlMREFk TA

k=k+l

I < 

0.1

of

F TA= (DWP-S12

ACCREFk=O

TRNREFk = 0

< TA 

GAMREFk 
= GAMWP

TlMREFk = TA

.1 kzk+l

< 0 1

F -
TA=(2 *S12)/(VO

ACCREFk = A12

TRNREFk= 0
TA GAMREFk = GAMWP

TlMREFk = TA

< 0.1 k=k+l

HSTART = HWP

TRN=TURNWP

RTRN = RWP
VWIND=VW

HWIND = HW
VAIR = VWP

TTTURN

TA=TRNTIM

ACCREFk=O

TRNREFk = SGN(TURNWP) *RWP

TA GAMREFk = GAMWP
TIMREFk = TA

k = k + I

<0.1

C4PSEG k-!
TLEADTI =ATAN(VpWp2/(G*RWP))/(2*PHIDC)T)

TLEADS, =ATAN(VQ2CURWPT/(G*RWP))/(2*PHIDC)T)
TLEADP, =ABS(GAMCIRWPT-GAMWP)*VQCURWPT/4.5

ORIGINAL PAGE is
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SUBROUTINE TST(*)
COMMON PITWOPIGRADUEGGTANFINAPHFINALGFINALVFINALoHWVwp
IMAXPHIMAXGAMMINGAMMAXACCMAXUECPHIDUTVSNFVSFFVUPPER,
2VLO"ERCURWPTCUR"PI#NWPII#ROpTlogACYACtZAC.oHACVACMAXSEGo
3CAPSEGUACoTURNAC#RACDELDACXGACYUACZQACHNPGAMWPODwPXPWPP
4YPWPPZP#PoTURNWPRWPUELDOPPXGWPYGKPZt WPINUEX(20)@XwP(20),
SYWP(20)#Z*P(20)#R(20)#H(21)PGAM(21)oD(20)PXP(20)oYP(20)PZP(20)
6TURN(20)#DELD(20)#YQ(20)#YQ(20),ZQ(20),VMIN(20-),VMAX(20),VA(20;,
7VP(20)OVQ(20),DVW(21),TMINfeO),TMAX(20),ENR71M(20)oCRCD(20),
8TIti(20)PT112(20)tTI22(20)*TI23(2O)oTltTi2tT22,T23,TjMkEF(60),
9TRNREF(BO),GAMREF(80),AL;CREF(60),TLEADT(20),TLEADS(20),TLEAQP(201
REAL MAXPHIMAXGAMMINGAMMAXACCoMAXDEC
INTEGER CURWPTCURWPIoCAPSEGCRCD
RACX(VAC+VW)*(V&C+Vw)/GTANFI
XWACcXAC
YQACXYAC
V 09VA(CURWPT)
XQWPxXQ(CURwPT)

- YGWPCYG(CURWPT)

ZUWPGZG(CURWPT)
RwP=(VwP+vw)*(VwP+V,4)/GTANFI
HH2xPIMUD(H(,CUR*Pl)+Pl)

10 CALL NEWPSI(xUWPIYQoPOHH2,RwPXUACOYOACOTURNWPPDELDOP#XPwFoYPOP,
lHHlo&100)
CALL NEWPSI(XACYACHACRACXPWPYPWPTURNACDELDACXQACYUAC,

JHWP 9100)
TESTXABS(PIwABS(H*PwHHl))
IP(TEST.GE.O.02) GO TO 10
TURNWPN-TURNWP
OWPZSGRTC(XPWP-XGAC)**2+CyPoP-YUAC)**2)
GAMWPx(ZAC-ZQ4P)/(DELOAC+D*F+DELDWP)
IF(GAMWPLt.MAXGAMANUGAMWP.GEMlNGAM) GO TO 20

ORITE(6PIS)
15 FORMAT(///2XIGAMMA OUTSIDE RANGE')

GO TO 100
20 DUMMYCVA*COS(HWP-HW)

VWACaYAC+DUMMY
VPWPZVWP+DUMMY
VQWPSVWP*DV*CCUWWPI)
A12cMAXDEC
IF(vPwPGTVQAC) A12MMAXACC

S12NCVPWP*VPWP-VQAC*VQAC)/(2,*AI2)
IF(SI2.LE.DAP) GO TO 30

wRITE(bp2s)
25 FORMAT(///2YIDELTAV TuO LARGE')

0111G A PAGV
Q UALITy
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6,0 TO 1 1')

Z P : -A A' c;*

40 CA~LL ITU4N(HAC,TUQ C,rAC~Yw1 ,iA, vAC.TA)

IFCTA,LT,0,1) GO 10 ) 5

Ti4NREF (K TIIj. :SN aJNj~ *~C

L A o E (K)= TA
K Z K (+ I

I (TA,LT,0.1 ) GO' Tfl h0
ACCAtF (K):0.
Tk~N te (K 3 :,

I I mktF (K )=1 A

I C(TA.LT.0,1) (,; TO 70
ACCREF(K )ZA

T IMFF(K) :14

70 CALL TTO H(HPTq A~WPvo V TA)
IF(TALT.0,I) Gu TO 80

( AMk~LF (K) ;(AMAP

Tj I 1 F (K 3 T4
K ZK4 +

MO CAP6EL,:K-1
TLAfTr)ZATA((vPN*VPAP)/(*P,),e2,*PHIOr)

TLEA5( )AANSAMw(CuP1)APT) * vDCUP PT (,*RAP)

Pt I Uki
100 kETu~j\ 1

ORZGNAL PAGE IS
~ PORQTJAL y
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PIMOD(XYZ)

Required function:

This function converts an arbitrary angle XYZ to the equivalent angle
within the range -n<XYZ:S.

Method:

If XYZ > n, it is decreased by 2n decrements until it falls within the

desired range. If XYZ 5 -n, it is increased by 21 increments until it falls
within the desired range.

Input data (argument):

XYZ any angle, radian

Output data (value of function):

PIMOD(XYZ) -7<PIMOD (XYZ) r

Temporary variables: None

Constants:

PI =3.14159

TWOPI =6.28319

Subroutines required: None

Called by: THREED, NEWPSI, and TST
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PIMOD(XYZ)

PI = 3.14159
TWOPI = 6.28319
PIMOD= XYZ

PIMOD = PI MODPIMOD= P

" PI PPIMOD > PI

PIMOD < PI
RETURN

PIMOD = PIMODTWOPI

- PIMOD 5 -PI

PIMOD > -PI

RETURN
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FUNCTIOlN PIMrno(XYZj

PIMOD=XYZ
10 IF(PIMOoEQ.PI) RP.TUPN

IF(PIMOL LT.PI) GO TO 20
PIMOU:ZPIMOO-T*OPI
GO TO 10

20 IF(kIm0uGT,WPI) RETURN

PIMOOCPIMOD+TWQPI
GO TO eO

E.ND

OJVIG NA
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SGN(XYZ)

Required function:

This function generates the sign of its argument.

Method:

If XYZ 2 O, the value of the function is set to +1; if XYZ < 0, it is
set to -1.

Input data (argument):

XYZ any number

Output data (value of function):

SGN(XYZ) =+1 if XYZ 2< 0

Temporary variables: None

Constants: None

Subroutines required: None

Called by: ROUND, NEWPSI, SPEED, TTTURN, and TST
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SGN (XYZ)

SGN =1

XYZ < O

XYZ O

SGN =-IXYZ >O

RETURN
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FUNCTION SGN(xYL)

SGN=1,
IF(AYZ.LT,O,) SGN=-.,
RtTURN

END

ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
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CALL FIIUR 0)

MAXPHI = 30.0
MAXGAM = 15.0
MINGAM = -7.5
MAXACC = 1.0
tiA Xj C = -1.0
PHIM)T = 5.0
VSiF = 150.0
VSFF = 120.0

CIUPPER = 1.7
CI.r E P. = 1.3

NWP = 6 HF INAL = 0.0 GFINAL = 0.0 VFINAL = 135.0 HW = IA0.0 VW , = 0.0

IRDEX(1) XWP(I) YWP(I) ZWP(I) R(I)

1 7500.0 8000.0 -3240.0 0.0
0 23000.0 8000.0 -3240.0 4000.0
0 7n (). 0 -8500.0 -3740.0 '1000.0
0 -1700r).0 -8500.0 -3240.0 0.0
1 -17"t00.0 0.0 -1800.0 4250.0

1 -8000.0 0.0 -00..0 0.0

HI) GA ( ) (I)I ) YP(I) ZP(1) TU)RN(I) rII) nFLn(I ) X0(I) YO(I) 70(1)

0.00 0.00 11500.0 19000.0 8000.0 -3240.0 -90.0 4000.0 6283.2 ?3000.0 4000.0 -3240.0
-90.00 0.00 8500..0 23000.0 -4500.0 -3240.0 -o0.0 4000.0 62R3.7 19000.0 -8500.0 -3240.0

1F0.00 0).00 36000.0 -17000.0 -p 50.0 -324,0 0.0 2057.9 0.0 -17000.0 -8500.0 -3240.0
10.0O) -5.96 500.0 -17500.0 -8s50;.0 -31 PI.0 -190.0 42,0.0 13351.9 -17500.0 0.0 -1900.O
-0.00 -6.03 9500.0 -8000.0 -0.0 -on00.0 -0.n oI1.2 0.0 -800o.0 0.0 -00.O

19~.0 255.0



195.0 255.0
l9O5.0 255.0
194. 0 194.0
192.0 192.0
135.0 135.0

TMIN( I) T AX ( I )

40h.3 483.0
336.5 391.8

278.5 316.0
130.1 130.5
57.9 58.3
o.0 0.0

VA l) ERTIM(I) CRCD(I)

:55.0 406.3, 5
255.0 336.5' 7
255.0 278.5 9
194.0 130.1 11
197.0 57.9 14
135.0 -0.0 16

TIMRFF(K) TRNREFIK) GAMREF(K) ACC RF F (K)

45.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
24.6 -4000.0 0.0 0.0
33.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
24.6 -4000.0 0.0 0.0
R7.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
61 .0 0.0 0.0 -1.0
0.6 0.0 -6.0 0.0
2.0 0.0 -6.0 -1.0

69.5 -4250.0 -6.0 0.0
0.0 .O0 -6.O 0.0

57.1) 0.0 -A.0 -1.0



TLEADT(I) TLEADS(I) TLEADP(I)

2.7 2.7 0.0

2.7 2.7 0.0

3.0 3.0 4.5
1.5 1.5 0.1
3.0 3.0 3.2

XAC YVC ZAC HAC VAC CIIRWPT

-5000.0 15000.0 -2000.0 0.0 275.0 1

H GAM D XP YP ZP TURN R DFELf XO YO z0

0.0 4.9 0.0 -5000.0 15000.0 -2000.0 -34.6 4071.4 2460.0 -26R7.0 14279,2 -2209,8

-34.6 4.9 9961.9 5511.2 8619.8 -3059.6 34.6 3500.8 2115.2 7500.0 8000.0 -3240.0

TIMRF4KK) TRNPCF(K) GAMREFtK) ACCREFIK)

8.9 -4071.4 4.9 0,0

17.0 0.0 4.9 0.0

20.0 0.0 4.9 -1,0

8.3 3500.8 4.9 0.0

TLEAUT(I) TL. AI)S(I) TLEADP(I)

3.0 3.0 4.8

I-.
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